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Statement of Purpose 
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Our genre is self help; our purpose is to dissemi
nate information that will assist and empower us in 
taking responsibility for our emotional and spiritual 
well-being with the help of dreams & myth. Our 
goal: to demystify dreamwork and assist with the 
integration of dreamsharing into our culture in 
whatever way of integrity is shown and given us. 

We believe that dreams are agents for change and 
often reveal important new insights about the life of 
the dreamer, both personal and social. Recalling a 
dream is a signal that we are ready to understand the 
information that has been presented. Enacting the 
dream's hint can bring personal empowerment. 

We seek to provide a balance and to give all voices 
and schools of thought an opportunity to be heard. 
There will be times when a particular area of interest 
will be given greater emphasis than another because 
of the limited space in the Journal, and what is 
surfacing that is of particular interest to the reader
ship. The emphasis will change over time to allow 
for a wide range of ideas, opinions and areas of 
interest to appear. We ask our readers to indicate the 
areas they would like us to address in future issues. 
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'Focus for SU11171Ur Issue: 

DreamsandRelationships 
Qjustion.s: 

How have dreams helped you 
to bond, disarm or resolve conflict 

inyourrelationships? 
(All forms of relationship: male/ 

female,parent/child,friendships), 
Can dreams help us achieve 

healthy closure when a 
relationshiJEnds? 

iftline:_May31, '9. 

Note regarding the 
Questions & Focus 

suggested for upcoming issues: 

Everything about dreams is unpre
dictable and we recognize that 
suggesting a Question or Focus 
around which to sculpt each issue 
has the potential for disallowing a 
current synchronistic or 
transformational dream experience, 
an inspiration, a breakthrough or 
burning issue-- which may be 
powerfully on your mind--and 
DESIRES to be written, drawn, or 
committed to poetry. 

Conversely, this publication (and 
editor) asks for parameters; we are 
limited space-wise, and choose not to 
wander all over creation in it--yet 
another paradox. It is difficult to 
know which priority is primary and 
which secondary. 

Let it be agreed that if you are 
inspired, you may share your exper
ience or insight regardless of 
whether it fits within the suggested 
Question or Focus. Given the overall 
synchro-nicity which guides this 
work for us as dreamers, it will 
undoubtedly complement the issue 
as a whole. 

Deep Gratitude 
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From the editor: 

In anticipating this issue, it became apparent early on that- though I did not doubt my capability for being 
objective in presenting an issue focused on men's dreams and though I, too, am doing the inner work of creating 
a balance of the inner feminine and masculine energies- I clearly lack the experience of being male. It was evident 
a collaborator was to be sought to guest edit; who might be willing? Before I began the search for the perfect 
man, John Crawford made contact and enthusiastically discussed a possible interview and / or submission he had 
in mind for this issue. It was a natural evolution of our discussions to invite him to the task. For his insight and 
the time he spent interviewing, contemplating and writing, my respect and gratitude. It has been an 
extraordinarily cooperative and creative venture. 

It has also been a valuable teaching to stand back and let the men call the plays on this one, allowing for the 
expressions of searching and desire they have chosen to share. I, for one, am all in favor of calling a truce in the 
age-old battle of the sexes .... for the Earth's, the children's, the flora and fauna's, and for heaven's sake. I offer my 
wholehearted support to all men who are struggling to heal and to create and embody the new male. 

We invite and encourage your questions and response. {;J 

From our guest editor: 

This is an issue on men and where we are in our 
collective and personal journeys. Our focus is on how 
dreams and mythology are contributing to our jour
neys, how they can help teach us to better understand 
ourselves as men. It is about how dreaming and the 
mythological process helps awaken the inner images of 
healing and transformation and how reaching into the 
cultural dreams of the past can help to enhance our 
journey now and into the future. 

Before the patriarchy, in times we call mytholog
ical, there was a much more holistic point of view of 
the world. We lived in rhythm with nature, we had 
wisdom about the world and were a part of it. Now we 
know about the world and yet, are separated from it. 
Knowledge has contributed in many ways to the 
betterment of our species but, in the process of gaining 
it, we have lost our wisdom of nature and of the 
rhythms of the earth. We are in danger of annihilation. 

In this issue we address, from a man's point of 
view, that search for wisdom and wholeness. Men are 
nmo beginning to seek initiation into the inner world, rather 
than admission into the outer world. This is a quieter 
movement, a movement toward inner acceptance of 
ourselves. 

Men are beginning to break free of the contempo
rary hero model, which has embraced and applauded 
outer achievement and success as its standard; we are, 
in large numbers, embarking on the spiritual quest, the 
hero's journey of the heart and the soul. We are willing 
to reveal that we hurt and feel, that we can express our 
pain and still be men. 

I 

We need to listen to the world with our hearts 
rather than our intellect. 
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Roberta Ossana 

A critical area we are listening and attending to is 
the caring for and raising of our children. The new man 
that is emerging will be more capable of full partici
pation in the child rearing, because both parents are 
needed in the parenting process. The greatest treasure 
we can hope to discover in the emerging man and 
woman will be healthier children. The children are the 
future and the future is here. 

In one way or another we are all involved in 
healing our own inner child. Part of that wounding 
comes from the way we were raised .... but instead of 
blaming our parents, we are learning to heal our inner 
images of them so we can see them as people who 
loved us and not as the gods who failed us. We are in 
the process of recovering from generations of dysfunc
tion within our families and are becoming aware that 
our task is to break those cycles, now. Most of us have 
been wounded but I don't believe any of our parents set 
out to inflict those wounds, intentionally. We are learn
ing that to forgive is to heal. 

In this issue you will read of experiences from men 
who have taken the risk of turning inward, men who 
are willing to dream, to ask new questions, to be 
initiated. Here is evidence that we are seeking the 
wholeness of wisdom rather than the separateness of 
knowledge. 

I wish to thank all the men who have submitted 
articles for this issue, Aaron Kipnis for his insights on 
the mythological aspect of the men's movement and 
Roberta who, throughout the creation of this issue, had 
the wisdom to allow men to speak from their hearts. p 

John Crawford 
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In 9(esponse to tlie Questions: 

How are our dreams helping to heal the wounded masculine? 
How can dreams help nurture the positive masculine? 
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An Interview with 
Aaron R. Kipnis, autlwr of 

!l(niglits 
Witliout 

.9L r 
by John Crawford 

][''.Hlf : I would like to start with the 
idea of how men are beginning to step out 
of the old myths that we have been 
burdened with for so many years. 

}; IT:~ In contemporary western culture 
the primary myth of masculinity is of the 
invincible hero. You see it evident in the 
stereotypes we extol as the most desirable 
qualities that a man can have in this 
culture. This stereotype is exalted in the 
cinema. For example, in my father's 
generation it was John Wayne; in my 
generation it was Clint Eastwood. For this 
current generation it is Arnold Swartzen
eggar. All of these men extol a certain kind of persona: 
heroic. Generally these men operate alone, or if they 
are with a group of other men they are the leader. 
That's been pretty much the dominant model for 
masculinity in this culture. 

We do need heroes, men who have the courage to 
step forward and confront danger in times of peril, but 
when this becomes the only thing that a man am be, we 
are in trouble. I think the main reason for this is that 
most men are trying to live up to this contemporary 
heroic archetype, whether it's being a heroin the board 
room, on the playing field or in the bedroom, they are 
always trying to keep it up and score the touchdown. 

Part of what goes with this hero archetype is 
feeling that the only way I can be loved is for how well 
I can perform .... and we all want love. So, we tend to 
drive ourselves beyond the natural limits of our 
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emotions, bodies and feelings . The consequence is a 
general state of alienation and isolation among most of 
the men in America. What I hear as I go around the 
country talking with men is: " I don't have many 
friends"," I don't feel well connected to the community ", 
" My life is mostly about work". 

[''I !J: There is this idea of who we should be and no 
constructive way in which to express who we carr be. 

11\JI·:: That is a very good way of putting it. The 
expression of our masculinity, in most cases, is not 
authentic. Because if you ask a man what it's really like for 
him and you can get beyond the armor, well, sometimes 
he is afraid, insecure, courageous or tough. Men have a 
tremendous amount of beauty and depth of soul within 
them and we tend to hide those softer, more artistic, 
receptive qualities of ourselves. We ask the women in our 
lives to carry all those qualities for us and become more 
dependent on women to provide all the nurturing, play, 
and gentleness in our lives. And that puts a great burden 
on women. 

!DJNJ: How are men changing these outworn 
stereotypes of the hero? 

AK: Well, the contemporary hero is a symbol of 
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isolation for men. Over the last few decades, many men 
have rejected that old model but they felt that tbe only 
alternative was to become more like a woman, to embrace 
a symbol of femininity. A lot of men thought 'I want to be 
more nurturing, more connected to my body and feelings, 
to have better psychological health' and many women 
seem to embody that. So men have sought individuation 
or balance within themselves through becoming more 
feminine. They have found that to be a dead end also. Our 
dominant heroic model breeds alcoholism, work-
a holism, sex obsession and a lot of other psychological 
disorders. But the feminized model of masculinity, the 
soft male that Robert Bly talks about, is equally 
problematic, because if we look at the lives of many of 
these men, we find that they don't have much ability in 
the world. They have lost that capacity to be successful in 
the marketplace, or to have a good family life. They don't 
have much vitality or much of a sense of joy. 

There is something in that real Yang power of 
masculinity that's also a part of our delight and vitality, 
which a lot of men who choose increasing levels of 
femininity lose connection with. They wind up in a place 
of hypo-masculinity with not enough authentic 
masculinity. So, if being a hero isn't satisfying for male 
individuation and becoming some kind of androgynous 
feminized ideal isn't the answer; then where is it that we 
look for images of men who are empowered, vital, erotic, 
tender, compassionate, and responsible? 

There are many old archetypes and symbols within 
the masculine soul that represent this kind of authentic 
masculinity. In ancient times some of these images had 
the names of various male gods. For one, we look into the 
myths of Hermes, who was a god of the crossroads. That's 
very much where we are as men right now, at the 
crossroads. Hermes is this wild god, who can go to the 
underworld, fly to Olympus, or be on the surface of the 
Earth. Hermes is very connected to phallus, to the sacred 
male sexual energy. So we see his image often with an 
erect penis. This is common to many of the old Earth 
gods, the images of masculinity who were connected to 
nature, to the Earth, and to the body. 

Osiris in Egypt was a representative of the Nile River, 
the river that overflowed each year and redeemed the 
world and fertilized the crops. There are ancient paintings 
showing Osiris as an ejaculated fluid flowing into the 
mouths of all the people and being the river itself. So, this 
speaks to something in masculinity that's generative, 
potent, and nurturing. It's not a feminine kind of nurturing 
but is distinctly masculine. Orpheus, in Persian myth, 
is associated with the animals, with making music and 
dancing. This is a very different image than that of John 
Wayne; also, a very different image from the feminized 
man who just sits and meditates or who is a real nice guy 
but doesn't have much passion and wildness. Coyote, in 
the Native American tradition and Kokopelli, the hunch-
backed flute playerthatweseefrom the Southwest, are images 

In the Far East we have Shiva, Lord of the Dance; we 
have all seen that icon of Shiv a dancing in the ring of fire, 
haven't we? This is a God of transformation! In India, 
Shiva is worshiped as phallus. There are many phallic 
shaped rocks, called Shiva Lignums, which women pour 
oil over and make oblations to; they bring flowers and 
light and incense to celebrate that quality of Earth-based 
masculinity. Masculinity that's generative and connected 
to nature. This is something that is really lacking in our 
spiritual systems, psychology and philosophy. 

In Africa we find remnants of the old cult of the Wild 
Bull. Some of the feminist revisionists like Maria 
Giumbutis, Riane Eisler' and Merlin Stone would have us 
believe that this cult of the Wild Bull was just a cult of the 
Great Mother. We have lost this sense of sacred 
masculinity in partnership with the Goddess, not as a 
servant of the Goddess. We need to gain a new 
mythological understanding or a new symbolic system 
of the masculine/feminine balance within ourselves and 
with one another. In Eastern Tradition, that is what is 
represented as the Yin and Yang: perfect harmony. We 
don't have a vision of that in our Western Culture. We 
have Patriarchy, which comes out of the more recent 
religions of the Sky God, Jehovah, Allah, lndra, Brahma, 
Zeus. These are the dominant images of masculinity 
which have come up over the last few thousand years. 
Out of those images comes a sociological culture of the 
male hero. The contemporary male hero is very much 
connected to monotheism, one God in the sky, a lone 
heroic male who conquers all and is invincible. 

But if we look at some of the older mythological and 
symbolic religious systems we find these kinds of gods
or sacred images of masculinity- that were connected to 
the Earth. They were in community with other gods and 

--what can we, 

as initiated men, hunt?~ 

"'We can hunt the sacred. 
We can hunt our souls, 
our connection to the 
Great Spirit, the Earth 
and to one another.~ 

of this quality of masculinity that dances and plays music. -----=---
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;ii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~;;;;; (Cont'd on page 30) 
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fJJejini11£1 tlie {~a{ !Man": 
A Heterosexual Responds to AIDS 

by Edward R. Arnold 

It turned out to be a clear August day, better than 
I had expected. I had made arrangements with Sean to go 
hiking this particular day, up near one of our neighboring 
mountain communities. On two previous occasions, we 
had gotten together for a quick lunch and supper and a 
brief exploration of 
each other's person
alities. This had come 
about as the result of an 
article which he wrote 
ina newsletter about my 
val un teer activities and 
the fact that he has a 
little sister with mental 
retardation. He had also 
agreed to do some 
writing / editing·for an 
organization that does 
advocacy work for per
sons with disabilities, at 
my request. Obviously, 
our interests were 
related, though I had no 
idea, even in early July, 
of what sort of crisis Ia y 
ahead of me. 

In a previous note 
to him about my New 
York trip, I had laid bare 
to him the parallels 
between my life and the 
movies "My Left Foot" 
and "Gaby." In this note, 
I had also asked him to 
play a therapy role for 
me: to listen to the story 
of a tragedy, made all 
the more so by the fact 
that it was preventable. 
That tragedy involved 
my daughter, a little girl nearly eight years old who is a 
non-verbal quadriplegic. That would not happen on this 
particular August day; I told him almost nothing about 
the details of that dreadful morning nearly eight years 

before, in spite of the fact that he and I were together for 
more than three hours on a beautiful August morning 
that turned strange. 

Friday, August 16, dawned clear for a change. The 
icky, wet, yucky weather we had been having, most 

uncharacteristic for 
this area, went away. 
The wetness had con
tributed to a prolif
eration of wild 
flowers, which would 
us ually have been 
burned to death by 
this time of year. 

I got up early and 
ground through the 
routine of feeding my 
daughter one more 
time, yet one more 
time on that pile of 
perhaps 10,000 hours 
that have been lavish
ed on her. While I was 
doing this, I kept 
thinking: how am I 
going to tell Sean 
about The Dream? I 
had The Dream over a 
month before and 
awoke with a sudden, 
wide-eyed start from 
it. It was too awful to 
be true, certainly it 
could not be true! I did 
not want to face an
other tragedy in my 
life, but I knew deep 
inside that I was not a 
coward. I thought of 
my friends Paul and 

Joe, who had nursed their ill children through one crisis 
after another, only to have them die still children. No, I 
must face this one too, I must wrench myself free of my 
selfishness as I had already done. 
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I arrived at Sean's house about 9:25 A.M., feeling 
edgy and disconcerted. When I reached the front door, 
there was a whirring of a machine and no response to my 
knock, so I let myself in the open front door. Sean soon 
appeared with his characteristic smile and produced a 
book of Far Side cartoons for me to chuckle over. He was 
wearing ankle-high boots, cut-off jeans and a red 
pullover; he looked just a little thinner than I remember 
him. A little bit later in the day, I would tell him I had lost 
15 pounds, which was true; perhaps I thought, deep 
inside, that this would make him feel a little better. 

We exchanged small talk about the beautiful flower 
and vegetable gardens around his house, which he 
attributed to his roommate, Brendan. Brendan was not 
there and I did no inquire about him, having not met him. 

When wewereaboutto leave, I looked him in the eye 
and asked, "Are you ready to play the therapist today?" 
I had asked him to listen to the story of my daughter's 
birth because the guilt and pain of the event was still very 
much with me, always would be and needed to see the 
light of day. He gave me a happy smile and said "yes" in 
response to the question. Little did I know he would 
finish this therapy session by nearly removing the gray 
matter from my head in an unexpected way, which no 
therapist could have done. 

We stuffed his large pack into the trunk of my old 
Toyota, since he was planning on going on acampingtrip 
after our hike .. .. and drove off into the morning sunshine. 
Our conversation began immediately, as though our 
previous visit of over a month ago had never stopped. I 
began to tell him about the typically male things, 
particularly the anger and rage that had filled my soul for 
so long. I was able to tell him about my murder dream and 
fantasy. However, I was soon "stuck" on an important 
matter; as I began to talk around the periphery of it, I 
could feel the emotions begin to take hold and my throat 
started trembling. I told Sean that I could not continue at 
that particular time. I was not ready to start crying, 
certainly not while driving. At that point, I had not even 
determined whether it would be possible for me to cry in 
front of Sean. 

We finally drove out of town and up the canyon, 
progressing toward one of the mountain towns. We 
continued to talk on many matters of interest to me but I 
was careful to work around the periphery of difficult 
subjects when I could feel emotions taking hold. We also 
discussed some of the leading social issues that had 
caught my eye recently: the Nazi anti-semitic computer 
games which are being passed around Europe, especially 
Austria, and Hugh Gallagher's book on the destruction of 
disabled people in Nazi Germany. I have never felt quite 
this sensation of friendship and easy-flowing talk around 
a male, as I did talking to Sean as we drove up the 
mountain with the anemic Toyota laboring in the light 
mountain air. 

We soon reached our destination and stopped so 
Sean could pick ura cup of coffee and make a phone call 

to check on the location of where I would need to leave 
him later in the day. We then proceeded into the mountain 
reservoir parking lot where we were able to stretch our 
legs. I threw my small pack, with water, strawberries and 
cinnamon rolls in it, over my shoulder. We set off down 
the trail toward the east end of the lake. 

It was a beautiful but windy day, with flowers all 
along the trail. As we progressed, we got a little deeper 
into the heart of the subjects bothering me but sitting 
down at a table was not productive. The wind was too 
strong and cold for this to work. We soon reached the end 
of this section of trail and Sean did not want to hike on 
ground through which a trail had not been cut, having 
broken his toe a few weeks before; so we turned around 
and went back the way we had come, to the other end of 
the lake. He told me what he would like to do with his life, 
that he would eventually like to go back for a doctorate 
and I instantly felt relief from The Dream, as though to 
prove that what I had dreamt about could not be in the 
picture if he really were considering continuing his 
education. 

We gradually hiked around the pump station / 
aerating pool, crossing ali ttle bridge to another section of 
trail located close to the town. We seemed to be making 
a little more psychic progress, though I still felt "stuck" 
and apprehensive of what I would have to say to him. 
Finally, we reached a picnic table in a shaded area. 
Clearly, it was now or never. "Sean, let's stop here." 
"O.K." 

We sat down and began talking again. Of course, I 
was back into anger and the poor job I had done of 
dealing with it. I could talk around the periphery of the 
coreissuesofwishing my daughter had died in her early 
years and now having such intense, spiritually-driven 
love for her that I couldn't believe I had even been that 
selfish. I hinted at this by explaining to him how often it 
is that what we call "parental love" is a sham, an 
assumption of something that often isn't there, which 
hides the real ravages inflicted upon children. After all, I 
should know; I had the gall to tell my own son, when he 
was four and had cried, that hewasbeingababy and had 
better grow up. 

Finally, I could hold it no longer. With a level gaze 
I said to him, "Sean, I had a strange dream. This is not 
intended to be an insult to you because I don't believe it's 
true but this dream has had such a hold on me that I 
must tell you about it. I dreamt about you on the night 
following our meeting. In the dream, we were sitting 
somewhere having a pleasant conversation. All of a 
sudden, you changed the subject to AIDS and then 
blurted out that you are HIV+. My response to you, in 
the dream, was to wrap my arms around you and hug 
you; then you put your head on my shoulder and began 
to cry." There, it was out. Perhaps he'll tell me I'm an ass 
and no, he's not one of those "faggots". 
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Sean just smiled and said to 
me, "Yes, it's true." 

Almost immediately my tears 
began to flow. While he sat there 
smiling at me in the sunshine as 
though nothing were really wrong, 
my face and insides scrunched up. 
The torrent of emotion that had been 
building for over seven years, which 
had already revealed itself on a few 
previous occasions, broke like a dam 
in a ten-point quake. I told him I just 
couldn't believe it, then went into a 
paroxysm of sobbing; it was fright
eningly intense! Finally, I just couldn't 
take it. Not one more second of being 
an emotional cripple as I have been for 
all my life, as I had been brought up to be! 
I told Sean to move over to my side of 
the table and asked him if he minded 
if I hugged him .... and of course, he 
didn't. I put my hand o_n his breast, 
feelingself-conscious about the 
thought of placing my hand in a 
place which is so intimate to women 
but realizing that it really was, and 
always should be, intimate to men 
too, because (just like a woman) I love 
to have my nipples caressed by my 
mate in the heat' of passion. I cried, 
and bawled, and my emotions raged 
against the condition of man. I, the 
heterosexual, had to tell him to kiss 
me on the ear, and he did. I told him 
that I had not had any kind of 
physical relationship with a man 
before, with the exception of hugging 
-primarily, my father and my son. 
(My son doesn't hug me anymore 
except under pointed suggestion; 
that is something I have already 
started to work on.) 

He told me in that offhand way 
of his that I had probably just 
concluded on my own that he was 
HIV +and that's why I had the dream. 
Perhaps so, but the fact was that I am 
totally ignorantofHIV and its effects, 
other than what I've read in news
papers and magazines. If there were 
recognizable signals, then perhaps I 
disregarded them because I did not 
want to believe it. At the root of all of 
this was the fact that I believe I am a 
fair person: never, never conclude 
someone is something simply on the 
basis of a few scattered facts; never 

conclude that it is impossible for a 
man like Christy Brown to have 
written "Down All the Days"; never 
conclude that someone is homo
sexual on the basis of minimal 
evidence. I admit the thought that 
Sean might be gay had consciously 

· entered my mind once, simply 
because he had never mentioned 
being married. This dream was truly 
Grace and another indication- along 
with another recent anticipatory 
experience having to do with death
that there is something spiritual inside 
me, crippled though it may be. 

I 
Finally, we were at the core of 

the matter, just the two of us in the 
brilliant mountain sunshine. I told 
him precisely how I had once wished 
my daughter had died and how I now 
felt this intense love for her that was 
totally the reverse of my previous 
stance. This love has become an 
overwhelming sense of spirituality, 
even when she is crying, when her 
back is arched in pain and she is 
furiously kicking the skinny little legs 
which will never develop. As I held 
him even tighter, I sobbed, "She is a 
very precious person .... and you are a 
very precious person to me now, too." 

Out souls were together, as sim
ply as though someone had opened a 
lunch-box. It was all there for him to 
see, even the dreadful dream I had 
about sexual self-mutilation after my 
daughter's birth. And, I was able to 
tell him that sexual side had finally 
become integrated with my spiritual 
side and that is how sex is for me now 
when I make love to my mate, just as 
surely as he must to his: a communing 
of soul that is a blessed release from 
my daughter's problems and the other 
problems of the world. I can now 
tell her I love her without the 
previous sensation I used to have, 
feeling that it was something I really 
didn't want to do. 

Of course, he did tell me that is 
exactly how it is for him now. He has 
been passionately in love with a few 
men, exactly the same thing I have 
experienced with a woman. Perhaps 
only one of those affairs was enough 
to infect him with the dreaded HIV 
but that was all it took. Now, his 
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realityoflifeisbeinga bit tired, taking 
it easy on his body and taking AZT 
until someone comes up with some
thing better. If they don't, I will have 
to attend his funeral. ... and I will have 
to howl and cry against the bitterness 
of it because that's all I will be able to 
do, just as I had to attend the funerals 
of two little girls this spring, neither 
of whom had lived more than a 
decade, both of whom had lived all 
their lives in pain. In the meantime, I 
must find a way to Jove him with all 
my heart, forpeoplewhoaredisabled, 
or who have chronic / deadly 
diseases, have become the place 
where I find God. Nowhere else; not 
in any book and not in any church. 

So now I have done it. Although 
I have never shared sexual love with 
a man, I love a man. A person so 
important to me that I will never 
escape his spiritual grip in my 
lifetime, though he is likely to be 
gone before me, in spite of the fact 

that I am fourteen years his senior. 
If that happens, my daughter will 

become a life-long, mute reminder of 
his soul, for they are now one and 
the same to me, blameless. 

He told me that he had sensed 
before, when talking to me, that I had 
been having trouble with my male
ness. Yes, indeed. Anger had caused 
me to abuse my daughter when she 
was young, mostly verbally, but even 
some physically, too. I had - lock, 
stock and barrel - bought into the 
patriarchal vision of what the male 
should be. I had resisted the " female" 
nurturing side within me when my 
daughter so badly needed it because 
I believed that Real Males did not do 
that sort of thing, that it was the duty 
of women. I had even once, when I 
was young, had feelings of love for 
another boy but (of course) never told 
him how I felt, because Real Men 
don't do those sorts of things, either. 

Just ten weeks before the fateful 
meeting with Sean, I had the privilege 
ofattendingaseminaratwhichRabbi 
Harold Kushner spoke. It was now 
obvious that what Rabbi Kushner had 
to say then was exactly right. When 
we give ourselves to others in trouble, 
when we reveal our thoughts, love, 

(Continued on page 30) 



Pregnan-t ~eams: 
The Secret Life of the Expectant Father 

~pregnancy of the 
expectant father is a psychological 
one. Beginning with the confirm
ation of the pregnancy, his inner 
life becomes fertile. As the 
pregnancy progresses, his dream 
images chronicle the growth of an 
inner attachment to his child, 
changes in his marital relationship 
and the gestation and birth of a 
new identity as a father. 

Long before men are 
consciously aware of how deeply 
affected they are by their wives' 
pregnancy, their dreams are 
portraying powerful responses to 
becoming a father. In this article I 
will examine how recurring dream 
themes suggest a universal 
dimension to the inner changes 
that men undergo during pregnan
cy. Greater awareness of the 
expectant's father hitherto "secret" 
emotional conflicts and changes 
can help men feel more included 
and more secure about the impor
tance of their role in pregnancy and 
parenting and forge a closer 
alliance with their wife and child. 

Men's involvement in the birth 
process has increased dramatically 
in little more than two decades. In 
1970, a man in Texas who had been 
excluded from the birth of his first 
two children handcuffed himself to 
his wife to insure that he would not 
be barred from the birth of their 
third child. By the early 1970s, the 
ban on fathers being present at 
birth was changing and 27 percent 
of fathers were attending the birth 
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of their children. In July 1983, A 
Gallup Poll indicated that 79% of 
men were present at the birth of 
their children. By 1990, over 90% of 
fathers were attending the birth of 
their child in hospitals in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. Suddenly, the 
doors to the delivery room have 
been opened up to fathers. 

Unfortunately, appreciation 
and support for the unique emo
tional needs of the expectant father 
has not paralleled the increase in 
father involvement in labor and 
delivery. We are so dazzled by the 
technological advances in diagnos
ing and monitoring pregnancy risks 
(such as amniocentesis, chorionic 
villae sampling and ultrasound 
monitoring) that we have forgotten 
to pay adequate attention to the 
psychological aspects of pregnancy. 

With the breakdown of the 
crucial emotional support of the 
extended family and the need and 
desire of women to return to work 
relatively soon after the birth of a 
child, the role of the father must 
become something more than that 
of an emotionally distant bread
winner. In order to become more 
nurturing and involved with their 
partners and their children, men 
need education and emotional 
support for taking on more father
ing roles. Pregnancy is a critical 
period for men to increase their 
psychological attachment to their 
unborn child. Yet, there is a con
spiracy of silence against affirming 
and supporting the emotional 
stages of becoming a father. 

Due to the lack of thorough 
studies of the psychological stages 
of becoming a father, I conducted 
the first systematic study of expect
ant fathers' dreams in 1981-82. I 
have continued to collect dreams 
from expectant fathers and mothers 
since that time through my work as 
a clinical psychologist and through 
my research,for my book Dreams 
That Can Change Your Life: Navi
gating Life Passages Through 
Turning Point Dreams (Los Ange
les: Jeremy Tarcher Inc., 1991). 

In my initial research, I collect
ed two-week dream journals from 
33 first-time expectant fathers; one 
half were in the first two trimesters 
of pregnancy and the other half 
were in the final trimester. The 
dreams of the expectant fathers 
were compared to the dreams of a 
matched control group of men who 
were not fathers and were not con
sidering parenthood. A formal 
dream content analysis was used 
that was based upon the method 
developed by Calvin Hall and 
Robert Van de Castle. 

There were many highly signi
ficant differences between the 
dreams of the expectant fathers and 
the non-fathers. The expectant 
fathers' dreams were replete with 
vivid imagery of fertility, pregnan
cy, birth, and babies as well as with 
many graphic sexual and homosex
ual encounters and dreams of wild 
celebratory birthday parties. Their 
dreams were also filled with refer
ences to feeling left out and reject
ed, suggesting a sense of not feeling 
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included in the pregnancy 
experience. 1 

When compared with men 
whose wives were close to delivery, 
the dreams of men whose wives 
were in the first half of pregnancy 
had significantly more sexual 
themes, as well as more macho 
characters and behaviors and more 
cars and vehicles. This demonstrat
ed that men 's unconscious respon
ses to pregnancy are activated early 
in the pregnancy, when they are 
consciously unaware they have 
been impacted. 

Men's Dreams and 
the Stages of Pregnancy 

----- -------------

Men's dream themes ran an 
evolutionary course as the stages of 
pregnancy progressed. Whereas 
early pregnancy dreams featured 
images of the fetus floating in 
womb-like environments, late 
pregnancy dreams depicted a 
preoccupation with the birth pro
cess and with the experience of the 
birthing child. 

Late in pregnancy, one man 
dreamed that while he was fishing, 
a large bubble emerged from 
underwater and out of it popped a 
furry animal that had lived under
water for a long time. Another 
third-trimester pregnant father 
dreamt that he escaped from a cave 
through a hole that opened up 
during an earthquake. A third man 
dreamt late in pregnancy that he 
was swimming downhill, leading a 
race that was coached by his 
Lamaze teacher. He won the race 
and emerged into a locker room, 
where he was wrapped in a towel. 
Despite the transparent symbolism 
of the fetus traveling down the 
birth canal and emerging at birth, 
none of these three men spontan
eously linked their dream to preg
nancy or birth. They were all 
surprised and delighted when I 
suggested the possible connection 
of the dreams to the birth process 
and to their emotional involvement 
with the pregnancy and their child. 

Sexual Adventure Dreams 

Sexual dreams are extremely 
common throughout pregnancy but 
especially so early in the pregnancy. 
Many sex dreams portrayed men 
feeling rejected or inhibited sexual
ly. Other dreams portrayed exotic 
liaisons or homosexual fears or 
experiences. 

One expectant father, Frank, 
had an erotic dreams that portrayed 
adulterous desires. 

The A farm in My Wedding Ring 
I am being approached by 

a voluptuous Black woman. l 
can tell she wants to seduce 
me and lam very tempted. 

All of a sudden, I knaw lam 
in trouble. An alarm goes off 

and I think it's my watch, but 
when !look l realize the alarm 
is on my <.vedding ring and I 
have to get home to my wife. 

When Frank's wedding ring 
alarm goes off, he is torn between 
sexual desires and his loyalty to his 
wife. For weeks he had been pre
occupied with his own sexual 
fantasies and physical symptoms 
set off by the pregnancy. At the 
same time, he was anxious about 

: his increased responsibilities as a 
nurturer and provider for his wife 
and child. 

Frank's sexual adventure 
dreams did not inspire him to 
pursue extramarital sex. Rather, 
Frank felt that his sexual dreams 
were related to a feeling of sexual 
neediness on his part. He recog
nized that in the past an increase in 
sexual fantasies had related to a 
need to be taken care of and given 
attention. He felt that his wife had 

[ been preoccupied with other 
aspects of the pregnancy and had 
rejected him sexually during the 
first trimester when they had both 
been feeling ill. 

Frank came to see that the 
alarm was meant to wake him out 
of his own neediness, his physical 
and sexual preoccupations, and to 
focus on improving his marriage so 
that they could be prepared for the 
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arrival of the baby. When he shared 
his dreams and fantasies with his 
wife, she was able to understand 
what he'd been going through and 
they were able to re-establish a 
greater feeling of closeness, that 
which they had both been missing. 

Sexual dreams reflect men's 
responses to the changing patterns 
of sexual expression during preg
nancy. Despite the so-called sexual 
revolution, men and women still 
have difficulty in openly discussing 
important changes in their sexual 
relationship. Encouraging men and 
couples to understand their sex 
dreams during pregnancy will help 
to prevent feelings of rejection and 
alienation that often develop. It is 
important for channels of commun
ication and intimate expression to 
remain open, even if lovemaking 
decreases at certain stages of 
pregnancy. 

Male Pregnancy Dreams 
Studies of physical and psycho

logical symptoms that men exper
ience during pregnancy have 
shown that many men experience 
what is known as the Couvade 
Syndrome, which mimics pregnan
cy. Studies by Jacqueline Clinton, a 
professor of nursing at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, have shown that 
over 90% of expectant fathers 
experience one or more Couvade 
symptoms, such as weight gain, 
nausea, stomach bloating, food 
cravings, fatigue, and irritability. 2 

More pronounced cases with 
multiple symptoms may occur in 
approximately 10- 30 percent of 
expectant fathers. These symptoms 
are considered to be characteristic 
of the pregnant female, yet some 
men have more of them than their 
wives. 

Anthropologists who study 
primitive cultures have found 
widespread evidence of Couvade 
rituals, which engage expectant 
fathers in elaborate dietary and 
behavioral practices that mimic 
aspects of pregnancy. In some 
cases, the men would actually go 
into huts and simulate the pain of 
labor. These rituals are thought to 

.· 



be a form of sympathetic magic- a 
way of distracting and fooling any 
evil spirits and thus protecting the 
wife. In addition, Couvade rituals 
establish that the man is indeed the 
father and give him an important 
role to play in the pregnancy and 
birth. 

In our culture, we have few 
roles or rites of passage to help men 
understand and integrate the ex
perience of becoming a father. 
Without Couvade rituals, it appears 
that men's unfulfilled wishes for 
involvement are converted into an 
unconscious male version of preg
nancy. 

Some men dream that they are 
actually pregnant or giving birth. 
Alex, a 33 year-old engineer, felt he 
was having difficulty accepting the 
reillity of the prebrnancy. Even after 
the baby began to move, he did not 
feel like the pregnancy had made 
much of an impilct on him. 

Late in the second trimester he 
dreamed: 

When a man's protective fan
tasies are acknowledged, he is like
ly to feel gratified by becoming 

I consciously aware of his protective 
1 instincts and may be more inclined 
1 to express his involvement through 
, more active conscious involvement 
I with his wife and child. 

Left Out Dreams 
One of the most common Issues 

in expectant fathers' dreams are 
1 themes of feeling left out, misund-
1 erstood, deprived, or threatened in 
I other ways. These dreams reveal 
j old wounds and sensitivities to 

rejection that are reopened by fears 
about being displaced by the arrival 

1 
of the baby. 

Joel had increased his hours at 
work to try to make more money to 

I 
pay for the expenses of his child. 
When Joel's wife was five months 

1 pregnant, he hilda troubling dream 
which took place during a baseball 
game at Cilndlestick Park in San 

Exploring this dream helped Joel 
to understand that he was having a 
strong emotional reaction to his 
wife's pregnancy. Despite Joel's 
positive conscious reaction to 

1 
becoming a father, he was feeling 
excluded by his wife, which is a 

1 painful phase of pregnancy that 
many men suffer through. The 
message of the dream was not 
about baseball; it was about Joel's 
sense of exclusion and his need to 
find more ways to be involved in 
the pregnancy and planning for the 
baby. 

After discussing this dream, 
Joel was able to express his left-out 
feelings more directly with his wife. 
They decided that he would cut 
back on some of the overtime hours 
at work so that he could spend 
more time with her and be more 
involved in preparations for the 
baby 's arrival. 

Awareness of dreams can help 
men to convert their unconscious 

It's My Baby emotional reactions and fears of 

I am stmtdin;.;on a street Banished to the Back being excluded into an energetic 

Francisco: 

cwncr carryin;.; my balnt fctu~ of the Stadium involvement with the events of the 

u ndcr my shirt a;.;airtst my In the middle c:f the ;.;a me, pregnancy and the prepa ra lions for 

chest. I haPc my hands cupped 1 get up to get some [1ecr. nurturing the baby. It is especially 

oucr thefctus to protect it. It Wlten 1 return, 1 can't find lrllf important that men be encouraged 

ts mouin;.; and people ask w!tat scat. /look around foi· a m:.:u· to participate in prenatal classes, 

it is. I sa_If it's my l1aby' one, but mamt of titc women obstetric visits, genetic counseling 

Someone tries to smash the 
1 

in the stands m:c prc;.;rwnt, and a m~iocentesis, shopping for 

fct us lnt htttm;.; my chest. I 1 and they arc tahn;.; up tcuo the baby s needs, even coed baby 

/1ccomc enra;.;cd at tlte person scats. 1 haue to ;.;o to the back showers and other celebratory 

and ptck hun up and thrmu of the stadium and stand. 1 am events. 
himintothestrcct. · pcryannoycd. 

1 

lnaddition, healthandmental 

The powerful feeling of protect- J 
1 

health professionals need education 
iveness in this dream occurs in I . . oe was upset at~d puzzled by . regarding the important psycho-

many expectant fathers' dreams. t_hts dream. He wasn t much of~ I logical development that expectant 

Alex is not only pregnant out in sports fan, and he generally avmd- fathers undergo. Knowledge about 

public, he is ready to fiercely ed beer and alcohol because h1s dreams, fantasies and the intense 

defend his baby against threats. father had a dnnking problem. emotions experienced by expectant 

Alex did not ordinarily remember "The feeling I ~ave in this fathers will help to impress upon 

his dreams. He was surprised by , dream_ IS that of bemg left out. healt~ professionals the need for 

the intensity of his protective feel- There IS no room for me with all ~rovtdmg relevant prenatal educa-

ings and by the fact that he was these huge, pregnant women." t10n~l, psychological and medical 

pregnant in the dream. After Joel was able to laugh at the serviCes for fath~rs ~nd couples. 

exploring his feelings, Alex realized absurdity of a stadium full of Dream shanng 111 prenatal sup-

that he may have been denying ! pregnant women crowding him por_t gr_o~ps for men and ~ orc_~upl~s 
some of his reactions to the preg- 1 out. Even in the generally male : or mdtv_Id~al dr~am discussion m 

nancy because he felt that he should I domain of beer and baseball, he felt . counsel!~~ sessions or prenatal 

be the strong one to help out with like an outcast, rejected and forced m~diCal VISits ~ou_ld provtde a useful 

his wife while she was nauseous. to the back of the stadium. adJunct to existmg mterventions. 

----------------------------------~~~~~~------------------__,_(Cont'd on page 30) 
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fJ1ie Mythic WorU 
oftlie 

Sliaman* 
by Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.** 

Shamans can be defined as socially sanctioned 
practitioners who deliberately alter their consciousness 
for the purpose of obtaining power and knowledge from 
the II spirit world". They use this power to help and heal 
members of their community. In psychological terms, 
shamans regulate their attention so as to obtain inform
ation not ordinarily available. Shamans use this 
information to reduce stress and ameliorate the living 
conditions of members of the social group that gave them 
shamanic status. Shamans exert more control over their 
altered states (and over the II spirit" entities they purport 
to meet there) than such other magico-religious practi
tioners as priests, priestesses, or mediums. 

Adam Kuper's linguistic analysis suggests that much of the "thinking" 
that occurs in dreams is of the same kind as that which operates in myth.1 

Joseph Campbell has observed that myths are public dreams and that 
dreams are private myths. 2 The shaman's personal dreams, visions, and 
fantasies provided input to each of the four areas in which mythic thought 
functioned in traditional societies: 

1) The need to comprehend the natural environment in a 
meaningful way. 

2) The search for a secure pathway through the succeeding epochs 
of the human lifespan. 

3) The desire to establish fulfilling personal and work relationships 
within a cultural setting. 

4) The longing to participate in the vast wonder and mystery of the 
cosmos. 3 
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The oral tradition, perhaps as 
originally passed down by the 
shaman, helped create and preserve 
the myths that insured a society its 
identity. Myths helped traditional 
people interpret their past, find 
meaning in their present and obtain 
direction for their future. 

Myths can be defined as imagi
nal statements or stories that add
ress existential human concerns and 
have behavioral consequences. 
Without myths, human experience 
would have been chaotic and 
human behavior would have been 
disconnected from anything 
beyond the moment. A culture's 
mythology, the collection of all the 
myths that have been passed down 
over the years, is a system of imag
inative images and premises 
expressed in story form. 

Long ignored or derided, cul
tural myths are now being studied 
for what they can lend to the under
standing of traditional people's 
world views.4 For example, North 
American Indian tribal myths that 
attribute the creation of the 
universe to both male and female 
deities are associated with a greater 
tolerance for sexual diversity than 
that found in tribes whose myths 
relegate creation only to male 
deities.5 

In the cultural myths of many 
tribal societies, there are accounts of 
three zones: the Upper World, the 
Middle Earth and the Lower World. 
In these societies' Golden Ages, it 
was said that people traveled 
between these world with ease; 
there was no rigid division between 
wakefulness and dreams. If some
one could imagine or dream an 
event, that action was considered to 
be, in some sense, "real"·6 These 
cultural myths held that a "Fall" 
took place, triggered by a sin or an 
arrogant act. The bridge connected 
these three zones collapsed; travel 
between the Middle Earth and the 
Upper and Lower Worlds became 
the near exclusive privilege of 
deities, spirits and shamans.7 



0 ther cultural myths tell of an original Great 
Shaman, one selected by the deities and capable of 
incredible powers. The Great Shaman was supposed to 
have been capable of levitation, flying and bodily 
transformations. These feats were rarely repeated by 
later shamans, again because human behavior had 
evoked divine displeasure. 9 Using illusion and sleight 
of hand, many later shamans attempted to duplicate 
the feats of the Great Shaman; therefore, shamans 
became the first magicians as well as the first 
physicians, psychotherapists, weather forecasters, 
performing artists and story-tellers. 

Shamans have entered their vocations in several 
ways, e.g., through heredity, through unusual birth 
conditions or markings, through spirit-mediated 
recovery from illness, during such rituals as vision 
quests or in initiatory dreams. In Okinawa, spirits 
notify the future shaman through visions and dreams; 
most of the recipients who are "called" try to ignore 
their summons, but eventually succumb to the spirits' 
directives. 10 Common mythic themes in initiatory 
dreams are dismemberment, death and rebirth. In one 
case, an Eskimo candidate for shamanism who went 
into the hills to sleep, dreamed that he was swallowed 
by Cl monstrous bear, chewed up and spat out. This was 
considered to have been a powerful "call" to shaman
ize. 11 The initiation of a kinkins in Western Australia 
consists of being swallowed by a serpent, vomited, cut 
into pieces by older kinkins, and revived by their 
songs. 12 Joan Halifax has observed the recurring theme 
of death and rebirth in shamanic art, e.g., the "X-Ray" 
style cave paints of Paleolithic France, the mutilated 
bodies in contemporary Mexican Huichol yarn 
paintings, the death figures on Tibetan shamanic 
costumes. 13 

Among several American Indian tribes, initiatory 
dreams contain such birds and animals as bears, deer, 
eagles and owls. The dream creature (who often 
becomes the shaman's "power animal," "spirit guide," 
or "totem") typically enables the dreamer to incorpor
ate its wisdom and to begin shamanic training. Among 
the Inuit Eskimos, a shaman is" called" by dreaming 
about an animal spirit who then "possesses" the 
dreamer. Upon awakening, the dreamer withdraws 
from society and wanders naked through the land. 
Eventually, the initiate gains control over the spirit, 
celebrating this victory by making a drum. 14 

Dreams of a deceased relative are said to mark 
one's "call" among the Wintu and Shasta tribes of Cali
fornia.15 Among the Southern Valley Yokuts of Califor
nia, shamanic power may come, unsought, in a dream 
or from a deliberate quest 16• Among the Australian Wir
dadthuri, the "call" to heal frequently comes through 
the dreams of the neophyte's father or grandfather. 17 

ln1908, I interviewed Margaret Umlazi, a Zulu 
shaman or sangoma. She told me that she began 
having epileptic seizures while attending a Christian 
missionary school. The ministrations of the school's 
physicians were ineffective, so she visited a sangoma 
who listened carefully to Umlazi's description of the 
seizures. The sangoma asked Umlazi if she recalled 
any recent dreams. Umlazi replied affirmatively, 
describing a recurrent dream: 

I was taken to a large pool of water blJ a spiritual 
being whom I could not see. A python came out of the 
water, wrapped itself around me and pulled me into the 

pool. My father brought a goat to the water so that I 
could be delivered from the python. I found myself 
coming out of the pool and heard a whistle from the 

snake. As I looked back, I saw the python 
turning into my dead grandfather. 

I felt the wind blowing on me as I awakened. 
The sangoma told Umlazi that spirits had come to 

her in the dream, "calling" her to become a twasa. or 
shamanic apprentice. In Zulu tradition, spirits move in 
the wind, often whistling as they travel. Pythons 
represent healing power, large bodies of water signify 
birth and goats are sacrificed and eaten during a feast 
celebrating a twasa's completion of one phase of his or 
her training. The transformation of the whistling 
python into her grandfather was taken to mean that 
Umlazi's deceased family members looked favorably 
upon her becoming a twasa. The sangoma informed 
Umlazi that, as a twasa, she would learn how to heal 
herself; this would be one of the best preparations for 
her future work in healing others. 

After pondering this advice, Umlazi explained to 
the sangoma that she had been raised a Christian and 
that her devotion to Jesus Christ was a very important 
part of her life. The sangoma smiled, counseling her, 
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"You do not have to give up Jesus to be a sangoma; the 
more sources of power you have at your disposal, the 
better." Margaret Umlazi began her long apprentice
ship as a twasa; her epileptic seizures subsided and did 
not return. When she took me into her sanctuary, I 
observed a picture of Shaka, the celebrated Zulu 
warrior, on one wall and a picture of Jesus Christ on 
the other wall. She is known throughout the veld as 
"The Great Sangoma" because of her knowledge, 
power and effective treatment procedures. 

In 1984 I interviewed Rohanna Ler, another shaman 
who had been "called" to her vocation through dreams. 
Ler lives in Ujung Pan dang, Sulawesi, Indonesia; she told 
me that in 1973, at the age of 30, her son became ill with an 
eye infection and the 
local physicians were 
unable to help him. 
An elderly man came 
to her ina dream, gave 
hera piece of clay and 
told her to apply it to 
her son's eyes. Upon 
awakening, Ler found 
a coin in her bed and 
assumed that the clay 
had been transform
ed; her son recovered 
shortly after she 
applied the coin to 
his eyes. Ler ·also 
interpreted the event 
asa "call" tobecomea 
dukun,orshaman but 
her husband, a devout 
Moslem and a suc
cessful automobile 
mechanic, refused to 
permit his wife to 
pursue this activity. 

A year later, a 
young man and a 
young woman appeared to Ler in a daytime vision, 
asking her why she had not become a dukun. They took 
Leroutside herhouseandshowed hera fire that threatened 
her .husband's garage. They also gave her a ring that 
purportedly contained healing powers. Ler shared this 
vision with her husband as well as her concern that his 
garage might be in danger if she did not heed the call. 
Ler's husband reluctantly agreed to allow her to see 
clients on two conditions: that she not call herself a dukun 
and that she not keep the money. Within a few years, Ler 
had become the best known shamanic healer on the 
island of Sulawesi but donated all her income to Islamic 
charity. I observed Ler work with 32 clients, giving 
common sense advice in matters of love and business, 
suggesting herbal remedies for various illnesses and 
applying her ring to the bodies of people who needed to 
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be" exorcised" from the influence of evil spirits. Ler told 
me that she keeps the coin in a secret place and will give 
it to her successor upon her death. 

The training program for apprentice shamans varies 
from one part of the world to another, but typically lasts 
for several years. Usually the apprentices will learn their 
skills from master shamans who teach nomenclature 
(e.g., the names and functions of deities, spirits and 
power animals), history (e.g., the tribe's genealogy), 
technology (e.g., rituals, music, dances), herbology (e.g., 
the difference between plants used medicinally and those 
used for sacred purposes), the location of"powerplaces," 
the identification of "power objects," dream inter
pretation procedures and the tribe's mythology. 

The appren
tice also may 
obtain knowledge 
from his or her 
guiding spirits. 
Ruth Benedict 
observed that 
these spiritual 
guides often take 
the form of a bird 
or animal, protect
ing the shamans as 
they enter potent
ially dangerous 
altered states of 
consciousness and 
as they visit the 
Upper and Lower 
Worlds. 18 The Mo
have Indians be
lieve that power 
and knowledge 
can be imparted by 
spirits to the ini
tiate in dreams, 
sometimes in the 
form of songs. 

Otten a dream will repeat what the embryo 
supposedly dreamed in the womb, or will repeat a dream 
that his father had dreamed years earlier. 19 The Yuma 
Indians believe that power animals can bestow "power 
songs" to dreamers. One shaman reported having had a 
dream at the age of 10 in which a flock of bats gave him a 
song to use for special purposes.20 

Mastery of drumming, dancing, chanting and singing 
is oftenan important aspect of a shaman's training. While 
in Panama City in 1985, I conducted several interviews 
with Fernando Fernandez, a Cuna Indian shaman who 
lives on Ustopo, the most heavily populated of the San 
Bias Islands off the Panamanian coast. Don Fernando 
explained that he was an abisua or "singer," other types 
of shamans being the inaduledi or herbalist and the nele 
or diagnostician who obtains knowledge from his travels 

(Continued on page 27) 
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Beyond the Vision Quest: 
Bringing it Back 

-or-

Did I Really Ask for This? 
by: Graywolf 

I sat across from the doctor and his words, 
"Mr. Swinney, after evaluating your tests I must tell 
you that you're quite likely to be dead within three 
years," put me into shock. My mother had died quite 
young of heart and circulatory problems but I was 
strong, an ex-collegiate athlete and still active, at least 
on the golf course. 

I had started professional life as an engineer 
trained primarily in chemistry, physics and mathe
matics. My rites of passage had been drinking twenty 
one bottles of beer on my twenty first birthday and 
owning my first car. My training had led me to be 
objective and removed from all human process except 
logic and intellect so that 1 might better manipulate the 
world about me. This training and these pursuits 
occupied most of my life and had led to my consider
able success as an engineer and executive. I had 
become a divisional manager for a large sporting goods 
manufacturing company while in my mid-to-late 
twenties and was well on my way to even greater 
heights. -

But in 1971, however, the year of the doctor's 
warning, I was forced to consider that the consequen
ces of my preoccupation with success, science and 
technology had become a threat to my life. To succeed, 
I had given up my natural humanness and had forged 
myself into a detached, objective machine which had 
severely impacted my ability to live. Since I was out of 
touch with it, my body had badly deteriorated; hyper
tension, a weakening heart, a developing ulcer and 
hypoglycemia were among the more imminent threats. 

I was scared, so scared that I dropped out and got 
very interested in health and healing. By 1975 I had 
completed training as a psychotherapist' and in my 
personal therapy had dealt with my type A personality 
and worked out most of the emotional issues that had 
kept me trapped in it. I got so busy having fun I forgot 
I was supposed to die but in rare moments of deep self 
honesty and appraisal, admitted that- while impro
ving - my health and life still left much to be desired. 
There was also another discomfort tugging at me, a 
vague sense of unease. There was an incompleteness 

with the psychologies and the healing I was learning. I 
studied most classical and contemporary theories and 
many obscure ones- from Freud and Reich to Radical 
Psychiatry and Gestalt. I used a wide and eclectic 
variety in my practice and was considered a good 
therapist but something was missing and somehow 
didn't really address the full human condition in either 
my clients or myself. 

I was also considering the deeper issue of my 
personal survival, not my desire to survive, having 
already dealt with that by changing my high stress 
lifeless style. But the question was whether or not I 
believed I could survive in the chaotic world of the 
seventies. I was more than half convinced of the 
imminent demise of civilization through either 
economic breakdown, nuclear war or ecological 
disaster. But even more at issue was, deep within me, a 
core of insecurity, a frightened self who was not sure of 
my ability to survive if left to my own wits and efforts. 

To confront my insecurity I decided to put myself 
into an alien environment, one where I'd have only 
myself, my wits and- 1 hoped- a dormant survival 
instinct to get me through. A drastic measure, to be 
sure, but to go on as I was, would be to continue life 
based in fear and self doubt. Thus, in late July of 1976, 
I found myself alone in my canoe about three days 
from the last sign of civilization on my way to James 
Bay in the wilderness of northern Ontario. I had with 
me basic survival tools, but no food; I had decided to 
rely mainly on my wits to provide for myself. Three 
days distant from the nearest civilization, I wasn't in 
very good shape. 
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It is dark. I am camped on a 
peninsula on a small lake. I have 
never felt so utterly alone in my 
entire existence and am terrified. A 
simple sprained ankle and I might 
very well die alone in this wilder
ness. A loon pierces the night with 
water demon and spirit voices and 
the pale flickering light from my 
fire pushes at the edges of the 
haunted forest, barely keeping the 
dark at bay. I huddle in this precar
ious island of safety, so terrified 
that for the past two days I have 
been unable to keep the half raw 
fish and berries that I have foraged 
in my stomach. Cold writhing 
snakes slither and push at the pit of 
my abdomen and from time to time 
sink their fangs into its walls, send
ing tremors of pain shooting 
through my groin. My neck and 
shoulders have petrified past pain 
into numb rocks and tears force 
past my tightly clenched eyes to 
tangle in my beard. Although I 
have been an atheist for the past 
twenty years, I now sob, "Oh God, 
please, please help me." 

"Breathe d'eeply and slowly " 
the psychotherapist in me says. I do 
so and close my eyes. "Focus on the 
breath and relax." And eventually I 
relax into fear and eventually sleep 
claims me. 

I 

In my dream: I 
lam pursued through the clinging I 

woods by predators; they are gaining 
on me and l can onht run in slow 

motion . Finally as I feel the damp heat 
of their breath, and their sharp fangs 

closing on the back of my calves, 
I awaken. 

As my eyes open, cold shivers 
slither down my skin and I focus 
first on the smoldering red coals of 
my fire. Beyond, in the shadow of 
the forest is a deeper shadow and 
two yellow-green eyes within it 
trap mine and pierce through into 
my soul. Simultaneously, I stare 
into the eyes of a wolf as I stare 
back into the eyes of the human. 
Fear melts into surrender and I flow 
in a circle that phases birth into life, 
into death, into unknowable yet 
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comforting chaos, into once again, 
birth. The snakes in my abdomen 
transform into a warm almost wet 
pool of deep red power and energy. 
It is like the letting go of an orgasm 
and it takes me to a sense of bound
less self. We are all one, related, 
brothers and sisters .. . the trees and 
forest beings, the creatures of the 
woods, even the humans far to the 
south. The glow in my abdomen 
fills with a swirling kaleidoscope of 
memories, knowledge and wisdom; 
an infinite storehouse to be drawn 
on when needed. I am no longer 
alone and afraid! 

..... I stare into the eyes of a 
wolf as I stare back into the ' 

eyes of the human. Fear 
melts into surrender and I 

flow in a circle that phases 
birth into life, into death, 

into unknowable yet 
comforting chaos, into 

once again, birth.~ 

The eyes of the wolf bring me 
to this consciousness and hold me 
there. It is a magnetic attraction and 
we communicate, without words or 
sounds, open and vulnerable to one 
another. We seem to exist in an 
endless moment beyond time and 
space. Eventually I notice that the 
wolf shadow and eyes are gone but 
wolf-ness lingers in my mind . I AM 
WOLF! And then it is dawn and I 
knmo I will survive. 

I'm not too clear about the time 
that followed but I survived and it 
was the essence of wolf that em
powered and carried me through; I 
lived in a timeless state, foraging 
and somehow intuitively finding 
roots, berries and other plants to 
supplement the fi sh I caught. Even
tually I returned to civilization, 
about four weeks later by the calen
dar but an eternity later in subject
ive time. And that is when things 
really began to get difficult. 

Back in my rational, ordered, 
civilized world the wolf experience 
took on scary overtones. We are 
often drawn into the psychotherapy 
professions out of a need to help 
ourselves; this was certainly true 
for me. Moreover we are often 
drawn or attracted to specialize in 
the area of our own pathology. I 
had specialized to a large degree in 
schizophrenia and my mind now 
seemed split in two, wolf and man. 
Schizophrenia is derived from two 
Greek words: schizen (to split) and 
phren (the mind). Were my prob
lems deeper than I had originally 
thought? Had a latent schizophre
nia surfaced in me? The wolf 
experience had all the signs of 
hallucination and I had certainly 
suffered from what my rational 
psychotherapist self termed 
"thought disorders, reality and 
sensory distortions". Lycanthropy 
describes a delusion and melancho
ly in which a person believes 
himself or herself to be a wolf but 
retains human form. At the very 
least I could assume that diagnosis. 
I knew that within the native 
Amerindian culture, experiences 
such as mine were common and 
acceptable but that didn' t diminish 
my fears or still my trepidations. 
"Has my insecurity yielded to an 
underlying and deeper insanity?" 
asked the pedantic psychotherapist 
part of me. 

Fearing the answer, I attempt
ed to suppress the experience, to 
blot it from my mind, deny it. On 
rare occasions, with a few trusted 
and intimate friends, I shared it, 
discussing it intellectually- or as an 
unusual experience- but I avoided 
as much as J could and with great 
passion the reality of the wolf 
within. Perhaps that was because 
whenever I relaxed, images of wolf 
eyes filled my mind: "clearly a 
compulsion" diagnosed my inner 
critic. Gray Wolf had helped me to 
survive in the woods but of what 
possible benefit or use could he be 
in my civilized, rational life? Why 
did he keep bothering me? 



The answer came slowly as 
wolf consciousness began snaking 
into my therapy sessions, often 
giving me visions and insights that 
defied all explanations of my 
rational therapist's mind. I would 
return to the timeless moments of 
wolf-ness in the wilderness and this 
state of consciousness would lead 
to strange intuitive images which, 
when shared with my clients, often 
seemed to trigger quantum thera
peutic leaps. Graywolf's intrusions 
and timing were impeccable and 
eventually I was forced to admit 
that this wolf therapist in me far 
outshone the rest of my abilities. 

In other areas of my life, I 
began to explore "wolf ", both 
reading books and through deep 
inner searching; I found solace, 
support and confirmation for the 
very deepest and often secret levels 
of my being; aspects of shadow self 
that I had previously thrust away in 
shame became valued and trans
formed as wolf. A natural unpro
grammed self began to emerge and 
self esteem and empowerment 
gently began to replace insecurity 
and self judgment. My quest to the 
wilderness was being answered; 
my inner shadows transformed by 
Graywolf. 

It took four years, but finally in 
1980 at a Humanistic Psycholo),ry 
conference in Snowmass,. Colorado, 
I found courage to share my wild
erness wolf experience and took the 
name Graywolf before a large 
group of the very peers who I had 
once feared would judge me insane. 
I found both acceptance and 
encouragement, if not a little envy, 
from many of them. Later that night 
at an outdoor Paul Winter concert, 
the siren howls of "Wolf Eyes" 
resounded off the surrounding 
mountains seemed at last to 
welcome Graywolf into the world. 
The vision lived on and grew. 

This recognition -or was it 
acquiescence to an inevitable pro
cess? - accelerated the changes in 
my life. For the first time, I formed 
a deep and meaningful relationship 
with a woman, one that still 

endures. (The wolf mates for life.) 
Within a year, I once again dropped 
out, left my practice and with my 
new life mate and family, took to 
the road to follow the wolf's 
instinct. Through the years since 
then we've done many things, 
made many decisions and taken 
turns that to outsiders seemed 
strange. But when guided by vision 
and intuition, that's often true. 

My brief encounter in the 
wilderness with Graywolf was a 
pivotal point about which my life 
evolved: a never ending source of 
empowerment and inspiration that 
helped me on the often rocky path. 
I now live a life based in inner 
freedom , creativity and ongoing 
evolution, not fear and constriction. 

1 The wolf taught me this. The split 

1 has healed and wolf and man exist 
in harmony and I am at last at ease. 

The wilderness experience, 
although challenging, was just the 
opening of a door. In the days of 
the mid-seventies, a vision or wild
erness quest was a thing of the 
future for our culture. There were 
few, if Jny guides and I was lost in 
my vision when I re-entered civili
zation and didn't really know how 
to intebrrate its power into my life. 
Without a guide or a mythos to 
validate my experiences, I feared 
for my sanity. Bringing the vision 

····-·· . ··········--··-· · · 

back with me, actualizing it into my 
life was difficult, much more diffi
cult than the actual quest. It doesn't 
end when you leave the wilderness 
with a vision, it really only begins 
there. Out there the vision comes to 
you, begins to transform you .... but 
to actualize this new self into the 
civilized world takes commitment, 
and faith in your dream. The 
support of a guide to help you re
enter the civilized world and the 
existence of cultural myths can help 
but the vision itself is the power 
within you that will take you 
through the changes. And the 
benefits derived will reflect your 
faith and commitment in your 
vision. 

So before you seek vision in the 
wilderness, be sure, because you 
will get what you need (not 
necessarily what you want), and 
have to deal with it at the very 

1 
deepest levels of your being. It will 

· change your life and in spite of 
/ what you may think now, that 
: might be the most difficult part of 

all to handle! p 
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What is dream education? 
Who is a 'dream educator'? How 
does one - or can one- educate 
others about dreams? Do we need 
'letters'? ' Certification'? Who will 
provide the guidelines andior 
determine the curriculum? How 
will those gifted with the natural 
ability to help others understand the 
meaning of thier dreams, fit in? Do 
we want to create 'hoops' that are 
difficult for some to leap through by 
virtue of geographic or economic 
circumstances? These are questions 
that have been floating around 
unanswered for some time. 

We see the distinctions -and 
proposals - made by Jeremy Taylor 
in this article as being important 
and timely; they have never before 
been put forth in this country. If his 
proposals are accepted, if the time is 
right, it will require cooperation of 
the highest order among the various 
groups and publications in the 
"field of dreams". DNJ will invite 
dialogue via articles from existing 
dream educators and dream 
workers; we are committed to 
carrying the dialogue forward 
toward resolution of these 
questions .... and to cooperation of 
the highest order. 

We invite JjQl!r response to these 
ideas and proposals via letters to the 
editor and/or articles. Share your 
opinions and response! (Ed.) 
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It appears that the progress of 
the dream movement has been slowed 
somewhat by the ambiguity inherent 
in the term "dream education". In 
the early years of the Dream Network 
Bulletin/journal, there was a spon
taneous sub-grouping calling itself 
"The Dream Educator's Network". 
This network {altered in large 
measure, it seems to me, because 
although it was founded by class
room teachers primarily interested in 
sharing curriculum materials and 
lesson planning ideas using dreams, 
itattracteda preponderance of people 
who were mainly interested in 
getting" educated" (and certified) as 
"trained" dream workers. I believe 
the main reason for this failure was 
the inherent ambiguity of the name. 

Both of these seem to me to be 
completely legitimate but essentially 
separate needs and desires. I think it 
has been demonstrated that these 
diverse needs can not be adequately 
served by a single sub-group. 

I teach, and have taught for more 
than 20 years, a series of formal 
classes at several different accredited 
institutions of higher learning in the 
San Francisco Bay Area specifically 
designed to help adults learn how to 
do dream work. I have also consulted 
over the years with a number of 
professional educators about inte
grating dream work into school 
curricula in public, private, Sunday 
school, and summer camp settings. 
In my experience, although the 
ethical sensitivity and pedagogical 
skills required to make good use of 
dreams in teaching young people are 
fundamentally related to the theory 

and practice of training adults to 
work with their own and other 
people's dreams, these two activities 
are also different enough to warrant 
quite different approaches. 

I would like to propose that from 
here on, for the sake of clarity in our 
discussions about "dream educa
tion", we all make a clear distinction 
between the needs and desires of 
classroom teachers who use dreams 
in their teaching work with children 
and adolescents, and those other 
"dream educators" who work with 
adults in various settings. Working 
with dreams in classroom settings 
with children and young adults I 
would call "dream education", and 
working with adults informing them 
about dreams and preparing them to 
do dreamwork, I would like to call 
"dreamwork training". 

There is clearly a great and 
growing need for both of these 
activities. 

It seems to me that the Dream Net
work journal is the most appropriate 
place to initiate this discussion and to 
begin the basic organizing necessary 
to meet the needs of both of these 
sub-groupings of specialized interest. 
DNJ is an ideal place for the network
ing and information sharing about 
what lesson plans and curriculum 
materials are already available for 
"dream education" and "dreamwork 
training". I believe DNI is also the 
place to begin the discussion about 
what different models and programs 
for professional dreamwork training 
might look like, how the movement 
as a whole might best support a wide 
diversity of such efforts, as well as 
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exert some sort of collective" quality 
control" over the various programs 
purporting to train people in these 
professional skills. 

However, it also seems tome that 
the organization most appropriate 
for formulation of any suggested 
guidelines and" certification" proced
ures for dream work training is 
probably the Association for the 
Study of Dreams. When Strephon 

Williams, Patricia Garfield, Gayle 
Delaney and I originally met and 
founded the A. S.D., our intent was to 
create a democratic, face-to-face 
forum where precisely these kinds of 
issues could be disc ussed, and 
practical, concrete programs could 
be proposed and implemented with 
coherent, broad based collective in
put, criticism and support. 

Over the ensuing decade and 
more, the internal struggles within 
the A. S.D. between the people whose 
primary focus is on academic 
research in university and laboratory 
settings, and the non-academic 
dream workers who run small groups 
and engage in one-to-one consulting, 
have distract-ed many people from 
these original goals. However, I 
believe that we have reached a point 
where the obvious need for open and 
wide ranging discussion of these 
questions is greater than the need to 
continue struggling over issues of 
"credibili ty " and "prestige" that have, 
in my view, preoccupied the A.S.D. 
for the past ten years. 

To this end, let me make three concrete proposals: 

I. INITIATING THE DISCUSSION IN PRINT 

I would like to propose that the DNJ inaugurate two regular columns, 

one devoted to the sharing of information among classroom teachers 

about "what works" and the other devoted to the discussion of the needs 

and desires people have for coherent high quality training in how to work 

with dreams. Perhaps these regular features could begin with 

contributions from people already directly concerned with and active in 

these two important areas. 
II. GATHER THE INFORMATION 

I would also like to propose that a two-pronged information gathering 

project be initiated, hopefully in a joint cooperative effort involving the 

ON], the ASD, the ASD Newsletter and the more formal A. S.D. journal, 

Dreaming, designed to find out about: 
1. Dream Educators 

a. Who is currently doing any sort of formal "classroom" dream 

education with children and young adults? 

b. What strategies and techniques have they found to be 
particularly useful and effective? 

c. Who would be interested in making use of such 

information if it were made available? 

2. Dream Work Training 

a. Who currently offers any sort of formal dream work training? 

b. What curricula, text books, classroom, internship, etc., experiences 

do they offer and require? 
c. Who would be interested in availing themselves of such training 

if it were available? 

I imagine that designing and distributing a simple questionnaire 

through the three primary periodicals mentioned (plus asking any others 

who might be interested to distribute them to their readers as well) would, 

in less than a year's time, give us all a fairly firm basis of information from 

which to begin making educated inferences and concrete programmatic 

suggestions. 
Ill. CONTINUE THE DISCUSSION 

WITH AN EYE TO COLLECTIVE ACTION 

Finally, I would like to suggest that the planners of future A.S.D. 

international conferences be strongly encouraged to create special times in 

the conference schedules for people interested in these two important 

questions to meet face to face and discuss the issues and implication for 

action. This might even culminate in the creation of standing 

subcommittees focused on these two important issues that could 

formulate action proposals for the A. S.D. as a whole. 

I believe t~e recen; trip to ~he Sov~t Unio~ focuse~ on dre~m 
related sharing marks a tremendously important step in the development 

of the dream work movement as an authentic global, international 

phenomenon. The newly reorganized nations of Eastern Europe and the 

former Soviet Union are increasingly looking to the West for ideas and 

techniques for non-violent social, economic, cultural, psychological and, 

ultimately, spiritual transformation. The dream work movement has an 

extremely significant contribution to make in precisely these areas; 

developing coherent institutional and organizational structures to address 

and disseminate information and training- particularly in the areas of 

dream education in the classroom and training in the basic issues and 

techniques of dream work among "consenting adults"- could be of 

genuinely historic importance as we enter the 21st century. p 
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We reprint this article in celebration of 
achieving our tenth year in print, and 
as an expression of appreciation to this 

journal's founder, Bill Stimson. 
"Armed With Our Dreams" appeared 
in the first issue of Dream Network 

Bulletin, January 1982. It is a 
timelessly valid and critical manifesto. 

(Ed.) 

What we're dealing with 
in dreamwork, in short, is counter
conditioning. Constantly we're 
blasted by what's all around us with 
what we should think and feel. It's so 
easy to let a lot of our decisions be 
made by all that noise. Meanwhile 
we're being just as consistently 
informed from within by a different 
source. Our dreams tell us what we 
do thjnkand what we do feel and what 
we do perceive. Dreams, like little 
children, can't help but be truthful. 
They are the accurate map to our 
reality. The one we're being spoon 

· fed day and night from external 
sources isn't so much wrong as it is 
outdated, like an ancient map with 
inaccurately depicted shorelines. 
Why then is it so assiduously pro
pounded by everything and 
everyone around us? Because it serves 
to maintain things as they are and we 
all profit more than we care to realize 
by keeping things just as they are. 
Not just those in economic or political 
power who are profiting at our 
expense. Not just those who grow 
rich as we grow fatorasothersstarve. 
Not just those who get powerful 
when we stay poor; or who get even 
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richer when we try to get rich. Not 
just those who earn fat therapy fees 
when we stay confused about who 
we really are. Not just all of those. But 
we ourselves benefit from keeping 
the parts of the world today where 
change is breaking through to the 
surface- Poland, Afghanistan, El 
Salvador, Guatemala. Change always 
involves turmoil, a return to chaos 
before the new more inclusive order 
emerges. It 's nothing other than the 
creative process that is at work. 
Anyone who has embarked on the 
path of creative personal transform
ation knows what I mean. True work 
with dreams often brings disruption 
and indecision and chaos before it 
heralds in the higher level of aware
ne~s that a lone enables a deeper, truer 
life. It's not nice to be miserable but 
it's a little more bearable if we don't 
know it. So we read about Poland and 
El Sa lvador in the newspapers and 
forget our dreams. If they persist in 
forcing themselves upon our aware
ness, then we manage to not under
stand them. It's easier. It allows us to 
stay as we are. 

If, by working with dreams, we 
do manage to free ourselves from an 
intolerable domination like Cuba or 
Vietnam did, we congratulate our
selves, ignoring that we may have 
landed under a different but equally 
intolerable oppressor. The 
movement toward freedom tries to 

continue as in Poland but meets 
powerful resis-tance. The chaos it 
entails is too disruptive. It's easier 
to remain fixated somewhere along 
the way where we can congratulate 
ourselves on our progress while 

doing everything in our power to 
defeat the ongoing process. But the 
process won't stop. It will merely 
find someone else in whom it can 

carry itself forward. Most of society 
is composed of dead souls, washed 

up on the shore of their fixation to a 
stagnant life. History moves through 
the rare individuals: "I have a dream," 
Martin Luther King said. 

Domination from anyonesuper
strongcomponentofourtotal souls is 
intolerable. Total freedom is the only 
aim. Freedom from within. For each 
part of us to be free to be what it is. 
Not for some other part of us, 
howeve r strong and valid and 
important, to tell it what it should be. 

The repressed part will always 
merely go underground, into our 
dreams, towage its guerrilla warfare. 
If the smallest segment of the whole 
circle is rejected, we don't have a 
circle anymore. The tiniest excluded 
part of us can easily sabotage the 
whole and cause all our good aims to 
go awry. An age old axiom goes, "As 
without, so also within." What are 
our souls like? Lookatourworld, our 
society, our environment, our 
bodies. Need I say more? 

So we are polluted, we are 
dominated, we are ravaged, we are 
unreal, and hence, we are ineffectual 
in achieving what can really make 
our lives work. 

These ideas aren't new. Every
body knows these things. Read any 
psychology book or New Age mani
festo. But such knowledge hasn't 
helped us. Knowing with the mind is 
of little import. When we know in the 
real sense, the only sense that 
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signifies, we become, we transform. 
D.H. Lawrence, poor misled man, 
was right all along when he talked of 
"knowing with the blood." 
Unfortunately though, it was all an 
intellectualization with him. The 
disease that his life was eventually 
overtook him, as it will us all. 

There is a way out, though. 
You don' t even have to work with 
your dreams but dreamwork makes 
it easier, much easier, for people like 
us. Krishnamurti maintains 
that when we become enlightened 
we cease dreaming. Reality itself 
becomes the dream that we write. 
Nothing is forced into the under
ground to wage its guerrilla fight 
toward our awareness. Everything 
that weare is admitted into our being. 
The battle is over. Freedom is won. 
Life itself becomes deeper and fuller 
and more beautiful than we could 
ever dream. I haven't reached that 
ultimate state. I have only tasted little 
glimpses but these have shown me 
that it is the only thing worth 
pursuing. 

My work with dreams has 
shown me that our society is a lie. 
Our lives are lies. The things I have 

wanted aren't the things I want. The 
things I have needed aren't the things 
I need. What I was and am isn' t what 
it is to be a human being. Working 
with dreams and with creativity (I 
am writing a novel that came from a 
dream) has carried me to the portal of 
a new way of being. I started the 
dream community of New York 
perhaps because I'd rather not be 
alone as I take the next few steps. 

Armed with our dreams we 
have a weapon that can turn this 
society upside down by turning 
our lives around. The greatest battles 
waged throughout history have been 
within the souls of a few brave men 
and women. All the rest has been 
noise, an externalized reverberation 
from these great happenings. To work 
with dreams in the deepest sense is to 
be a leader in the revolution of human 
consciousness. p 
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One of the many ways the Dream Light appears in dreams 

Day of the 
Dream Light 

by Lynne Levitan 

Something extraordinary happened this past 

Autumn ('91). Fifty white, cardboard boxes passed 

from the cradling arms of Lucidity Institute staff into 

the dark interior of a big brown UPS van and headed 

down the road to meet the world. In the boxes were

----Dream Lights! 
DreamLights are on their way to their new homes 

where they will be welcomed by oneironauts* eager to 

get on with exploring the frontiers of lucid dreaming. 
The Dream Light has been in gestation for six years, although as many 

as ten years ago, its seed was visible as a twinkle in its inventor's eye. In 

the late '70s, Stephen LaBerge dreamed of creating a device that would 

help other people gain entrance to the realm of wonders he had recently 

discovered for himself. 
LaBerge encountered lucid dreaming while investigating Buddhism. 

In 1973, he attended a seminar Jed by Tibetan teacher Tarthang Tulku at 

the Esalen Institute. 
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/ Many of us a~e ftu~il-;;;; with the \ 
term and definition of lucid dreaminx, \ 
or haz>e had lucid dream experiences; 
most who have read anythinx on lucid 
dreaminx are familiar c(lith Stephen 

l
' LaBerge and the Lucidity Institute. 

With their permission, c(le reprint 
excerpts from an article which appeared 
in Fall '91 issue of NightLixht, the 
Institute 's Newsletter (Vol. J No.4). 

'----. 

Rinpoche gave him a gift 
without price-a lucid dream. In a 
few moments of lucidity as he 
dreamt of flying in delight from 
atop the second highest mountain 
in the world, LaBerge realized he 
had happened upon an amazing 
state of consciousness. When we 
know we are dreaming while we 
dream, he realized, we are free to 
do and experience anything 
imaginable. Furthermore, the state 
itself seemed to be accompanied by 
a natural ecstasy, brilliance of per
ception, freshness of mind and 
lightness of heart. He awakened 
exhilarated and inspired to learn 
more of this newly found treasure. 

Over the next several years, 
LaBerge received occasional 
glimpses of the wonders of lucid 
dreaming. His understanding of the 
true potential of it only came to 
him, however, when he realized 
from reading Celia Green's book, 
Lucid Dreams, that people could 
probably Jearn to have lucid 
dreams. He set out to test this no
tion on himself and within three 
years, at the completion of his doc
toral dissertation (on lucid dream
ing), he had learned how to become 
lucid anytime he dreamt. In the 
process, he learned much about 
himself and overcame fears and 
obstacles that had stood in the way 
of his progress in life. 

-. 



Learning to have lucid 
dreams at will was not an easy task 
for LaBerge. On his side were the 
advantages of strong motivation: he 
needed to complete his dissertation; 
and time: for three years it was his 
job to learn lucid dreaming. 
Although he believed that lucid 
dreaming could be as beneficial and 
enjoyable for others as it was for 
him, he also realized that most peo
ple would not be able to give to it as 
much time and energy as he had. 

And so, the idea of the Dream
Light began to grow. LaBerge, 
along with his colleagues at Stan
ford University and fellow oneiro
nauts, began attempting to cue 
dreamers that they were dreaming. 
They tried taped messages saying: 
"This is a dream," vibrations 
applied to the bed ... and even odors 
transmitted through plastic tubes 
attached to sleeper's noses. The 
most successful types of cues, pro
ducing the most lucid dreams with 
the fewest awakenings, were flash
ing light bulbs mounted in "gog
gles" worn by dreamers. 

When LaBerge and his research 
team, consisting primarily of him
self, Lynne Levitan and Robert 
Rich, were convinced that flashing 
lights could cue people to become 
lucid, they began to look for a way 
to make it possible for people sleep
ing at home to get cues while they 
were dreaming. Some REM-sleep 
detecting apparatus was needed. In 
developing this technology, many 
people have given time and work 
for little return but the satisfaction 
of creating a means of offering the 
world the transformative exper
ience of lucid dreaming. 

Among these people was Dar
rel Dixon, an ~lectronics engineer in 
Salt Lake City, who built the first 
three prototypes of the device that 
later came to be called the Dream
Light. Another contributor was 
Daniel Kottke of Palo Alto, who 
gave much advice and design work 
in the construction of the inter
mediate" analog" version of the 
DreamLight. LaBerge's team has 
used this version to conduct much 

of its research into the effectiveness 
of the Dream Light and Lucidity 
Institute Research Associate mem
bers have been enjoying it at home 
for the past two years. This version 
detected REM sleep and gave flash
ing light cues. Howevet; it could 
not give the user or researcher any 
feedback on what had happened 
during the night. Nonetheless, it 
has helped many people achieve 
lucidity. 

In 1989, engineer Dave Wright 
entered the picture to help the 
researchers reach fruition with 
development of the latest Dream-
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Lights, which are based on micro
computer technology. The result of 
his work is the marvelous 
instrument, the DreamLight. This 
device helps people to become lucid 
and provides feedback so that its 
users can tailor its operation to suit 
their individual needs. 

The DreamLight, although 
small (the size of an average book), 
contains a computer system that 
utilizes input from sensors mount
ed in a sleep mask to calculate 
when the sleeper wearing the mask 
is likely to be dreaming. It searches 
for the rapid eye movements of 
REM sleep, in which dreams and 
lucid dreams occur. When the 
DreamLight's computer has decid
ed that the sleeper is dreaming, it 
gives the dreamer a cue to become 
Iucid-a light, a sound, or a combi
nation of both. The user can select 
the brightness, length and flicker 
frequency of the light and the 
loudness and rate of the sound. The 

DreamLight user's goal is to find a 
type of cue that will come into the 
dream as a reminder to become 
lucid without provoking awake
ning. The flexibility of the Dream
Light's programming permits the 
Dream Light to work for people 
with widely ranging sleep styles. 
People who sleep very deeply need 
long, bright, loud cues, while light 
sleepers need subtle ones. 

The DreamLight is further 
adjustable to the user's eye move
ment patterns. Everyone's face and 
eyes are a little different and a 
DreamLight set to find the REM 
sleep of one person may not be able 
to figure out when a different 
person is dreaming. Part of the 
DreamLight's "brain" is dedicated 
to establishing settings that will 
work best for its owner. Other 
features of the Dream Light are a 
Reality Testing button that helps 
people decide whether they have 
really awakened (or only dreamt 
they have) and a Dream Alarm that 
helps people develop dream recall 
by awakening them from their 
dreams. 

The billions of people in the 
world vary greatly and we have 
barely begun to learn about the 
variety of ways the Dream Light can 
help people to become lucid in their 
dreams. p 

*Oneironauts: Dream-navigators 

Though it normally sells for $1200, DNJ 
readers may purchase both DreamLight 
and the 5 unit Home Study Course for 
$995. For further information on the 
DreamLight, Lucidity Institute 
membership and newsletter, contact 
Lucidity Institute, PO Box 2364, 
Stanford, CA 94309 

Phone (415) 851-0252 
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1JooK {Review 

Men's Dreams, Men's Healing; 
A Psychotherapist Explores a 

New View of Masculinity 
Through Jungian Dreamwork 

Robert H. Hopcke 
Boston: Shambala, 1990. 
198 pages, $9.95 paper. 

by Kelly Bulkley 

lve stopped being surprised at 
how many fewer men than women seem 
to be interested in dreams. A dream 
workshop I went to last spring was 
attended by 46 women and 6 men. A 
course I'm teaching now on' dreams 
and religious experience has 9 women 
and 3 men. I can't recall any dream
related event I've ever attended that 
did not have far more women than men 
participants. 

The most frequent reacti.on to this 
imbalance is to celebrate it. The 
exploration of dreams is a way for 
women to discover their inner voices. 
Dreams help women reconnect with 
their distinctive powers of creativity, 
powers which our patriarchal culture 
has devalued for centuries. Women's 
renewed interest in dreams is certainly 
cause for celebration. However, it 
overlooks the question of what the 
explora tion of dreams can enable men 
to discover. Most people vaguely 
assume that sure, men can probably 
learn a lot from their dreams, too. But 
no one has ever really focused on the 
issue. 

Robert Hopcke is the first to study 
this subject in a concentrated, detailed 
fashion. His outstanding new book 
Men's Dreams, Men's Healing is by far 
the best study of what men in our culture 
can discover in their dreams. Hopcke is 
a Jungian oriented psychotherapist from 
Berkeley, California who has written 
two other books on J ung s psychology. 1 

In Men's Dreams, Men's Healing he 
examines the ways in which dreams 
can help men who are suffering from 
problems deeply influenced by the 
patriarchal gender patterns of our 
culture. Traditional notions of mas
culinity are changing dramatically and 
Hopcke shows how dreamwork can 
guide men through these often painful 
changes. I imagine that many women 
might also enjoy the insights Hopcke 
provides about being a man in the 
modern world. 
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Hopcke says that his approach 
to therapy with men is deeply informed 
by feminism. He draws from feminism 
a skepticism toward socially defined 
gender roles and a new appreciation 
for inner experience, feeling and 
intuition. Hopcke argues that these 
feminist insights can help the many 
men who have also suffered under 
patriarchal culture, who are "broken" 
in many ways. Dreams are an ideal 
means for men to develop a rela
tionship with their inner world, to meet 
that brokenness and heal it. Hopcke 
says that his therapeutic goal is " to 
move toward a newer understanding 
of what it means to be a man in 
contemporary society and to do so in a 
way that is faithful to the individual 
soul." (p.7) 

The substance of Men's Dreams, 
Men's Healing is a detailed account of 
the dreams of two different men. Pete 
is 25, gay, an archirecture student who 
is having severe difficulties in com
pleting his studies. Nick is a 35 year 
old tile setter's apprentice who suffers 
from an excessively dependent rela
tionship with his wife. As Hopcke 
describes his therapy with these two 
men, we get a very good sense of his 
practical methods and theoretical 
insights. Too many books on dreams 
either give nothing more than little 
dream snippets, without anything on 
the dreamer's life context, or get 
bogged down in the intricacies of one 
specific case. Hopcke's book finds just 
the right balance. 

Hopcke draws exclusively on 
Jung's dream psychology and so his 
book has all the virtues and vices of the 
Jungian approach. On the virtue side, 
Hopcke emphasizes Jung's funda
mental insight that dreams help us 
understand how to be whole, pointing 
us toward healing and integration. Like 
J ung, Hopcke makes good use of 
mythological symbolism in his dream
work, drawing on ancient traditions 
where it helps illuminate issues in the 
dreams and, unlike Jung, Hopcke 
avoids the temptations to show off 
with endless scholarly digressions. 

On the vice side, Hopcke does not 
draw on any other psychological 
theories, theories which might make 
his the rapy with men even more 
effective. He makes no use of other 
areas of dream study, such as anthro
pology, art, cognitive psychology and 

sleep laboratory research, which can 
provide us with many important 
insights on the subject of men and 
dreams. Hopcke's mythological refer
ences are almost exclusively from 
Greek and Judea-Christian traditions, 
which is curious given that these 
traditions are the primary basis of our 
modern patriarchal culture. 

So Men's Dreams, Men's Healing 
is not a definitive, comprehensive 
study of men and dreams but I doubt 
that Hopcke set out trying to write 
s uch a study. His book is a very 
practical, very usable guide for men 
who are struggling with masculinity, 
modern culture and psychological 
growth. 

I must confess to some concerns 
about the whole contemporary" men's 
movement", of which Hopcke's book 
seems to be a part. This movement, 
powered by the spectacular success of 
Robert Bly' s book Iron John, reflects the 
attempt of certain American men 
(generally middle-and upper-class, 
educated and white) to deal with the 
demands of femin ism. I agree with the 
core insight of the movement that men 
have also been "broken" by patriarchal 
Western cu lture in ways that are 
different from women's sufferings but 
are still very painful. However, I worry 
that the men's movement has a very 
dangerous shadow element. I worry 
that this movement is enabling some 
men to avoid taking responsibility for 
the terrible sexism that still pervades 
our society: if we're all "victi!Jl.s", then 
none of us is to blame and none of us 
has to change. I worry that focusing 
excessively on the inner world is an 
easy way for some men to turn their 
attention away from the difficult ou ter 
tasks of reforming social, political and 
economic institutions. 

I want to be clear on this, however: 
exploring our inner world is not always 
a retreat from the practical demands of 
the social world but sometimes, for 
some people, it is. My own conviction 
is that only by actively pursuing both 
inner world exploration and outer 
world reform can we most fully 
accomplish each of them. A healthy, 
playful, open-minded skepticism is the 
best way to promote a balance between 
the two. p 
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(Mythic World of Shaman, Cont'd from pg. 16) 

to the Lower World. All three practitioners work with 
guardian spirits and power animals. 

Don Fernando's training program focused on 
learning the complex Cuna healing songs, the shortest 
lasting about one hour and the longest ("The Song of 
the Dead") about 14 hours. He stated that he has 
mastered 15 songs, including those used to combat 
fevers, treat headaches, fight alcoholism, chase away 
ghosts, overcome fears and ease the difficulties of 
childbirth. The latter song is used in combination with 
the ministrations of the grandmothers who serve as 
midwives. Don Fernando also claims to work with 
Nushu, the most important healing spirit who can be 
contacted in dreams and asked for advice. 21 

Among the Araucan of southern Chile, the new 
initiate goes into an altered conscious state and climbs 
a rewe, a tree that serves as the ladder to the Upper 
World. The initiate uses dancing and drumming to 
enter the required altered state and performs as a 
singer and an instrumentalist immediately after 
initiation. Among Siberian shamans, by contrast, full 
mastery of the drum is not achieved until a certain 
amount of time has elapsed. 22 The Tungus initiate 
makes a stick for his future drum, then practices the 
shamanic chants. In one case, it took two years before 
the initiate had a dream about the reindeer whose skin 
would cover his drum and it was only after the com
pletion of the drum that the initiate was allowed to 
shamanize. Z3 
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Dream Categories 
Part T-wo 

By Rosemary Watts 

Author'sNote: Dreams come in many 
forms with many messages and levels of 
interpretation. I have found that dreams 
fall into ten different categories. These 
categories overlap, giving varied depth of 
meaning to even "simple " dreams. I 
previously discussed the first five 
categories (DN] Vol. 11 No.1). Now I'd 
like to complete the list so that you may 
use this to cross-reference your own 
dreams. It is very important to remember 
and give attention .to these nightly 
scenarios. 

6. Bad Dreams or Nightmares 
Everyone has had a bad dream at 

some point in their Jives. Often these 
are the only dream experiences 
remembered. With an on-rush of 
adrenaline, you wake with a start and 
the emotions overwhelm you while 
reliving those scary scenes. "Bad" 
dreams, above all, should be paid 
close attention. There are several 
possible reasons for these types of 
dreams. a.) Nightmares shock you 
into remembering and / or facing 
certain ·fears, emotions, or blocks. 
Your conscious mind hasn't gotten 
the message (you don't remember 
the " simpler" dreams or else you 
don't pay attention to their mes

sages). So your subconscious "slaps 
you awake" with a scenario that is so 
dramatic that you will remember and 
with such an emotional impact that it 
has an effect! Unfortunately, most 
people treat nightmares as "only a 
dream". Instead, the dreamer should 
view these dreams as highly impor-
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tant- kind of a last, drastic attempt by 
the subconscious to get through. Take 
a look at the dream characters and 
actions, break them down to specific 
characteristics and see how they 
might apply to your waking life. b.) 
They are acting out possible negative 
scenarios to release negative energy. 
It shows you that waking reality isn't 
so bad. All actors are familiar with 
"the actor's nightmare". You go out 
on stage to do a musical and suddenly 
the rest of the cast is doing Shake
speare. You're in the wrong costume 
and you don't know any of the lines! 
AGH! At the next rehearsal in your 
waking life, everyone else is still doing 
the same show you thought you were 
in. Relieved by this affirming reality, 
you have more confidence as you 
step onto the stage. 

.. Dreams are a precious 
gift we receive nightly. By 
learning to remember and 
unravel the various layers, 
dreams can add a special 
awareness to our lives and 
to the choices we make. 
They can be likened to a 
nightly therapy session.~ 

c.) Nightmares personify negative 
feelings in order to deal better with 
fears. Shirley MacLaine, at her 

Higher Self Seminar, shared a 
recurring childhood nightmare. In 
the dream, she was being chased by a 
huge, mean gorilla. She ran and ran, 
barely keeping out of reach of the 
gorilla. Finally, she came to the edge 
of a cliff. This is where she usually 
woke up - terrified! One night, she 
was having the same dream, only this 
time when she reached the edge of 
the cliff, she turned. "What do you 
want?" she cried out to the gorilla. 
He replied, "I don't know, little girl. 
It's your dream." This humorous 
anecdote shows how we create the 
scary images from our dreams and 

we can control the outcome. By 
understanding what is behind our 
fear, we can overcome the possible 
negative outcome and make that 
dream character our ally. d.) Coming 
out of the dream state into a more 
wakeful state, the conscious mind can 
become aware of and evaluate the 
dream material. Those dreams where 
you are berng chased but can't move 
are likely to be times when the 
conscious mind checks in on the 
dream, yet realizes the body is 
"frozen" in its R.E.M. stage, thus the 
feeling of not being able to move. The 
conscious mind doesn't realize that 
this state is a dream and panics, 
waking you up in distress. Please 
don't brush aside these bad dreams 
just to relieve yourself. These are 
important dreams with important 
messages and should be given your 
waking focus. If you ignore these 
dreams, then the problems or diffi
cult situations are almost forced to 
manifest in your waking life. 

7. Clarification Dreams 

Further dreams can a.) clarify 
previous dreams, b.) give a clearer 
message, ore.) usingthesamesymbol, 
show a different scenario that clarifies 
that symbol. For example, I had 
several dreams about my highschool 
vocal coach. The first time I dreamt 
about him, I assumed the dream 
content would relate to his life at that 
time. Since we are still friends, I 
contacted him, but he could not 
confirm the dream's message as 
relatingtohim. Soiaskedmydreams 
forclarifica tion. My next dream dealt 
with my own career progress at that 
time and was easily interpreted. 
Again, I asked for dream clarification 
about my former voice teacher. The 
next time I dreamt about this man, I 
clearly understood that he repre
sented a time when I was very clear 
about my career aspirations. He had 
personally been very supportive of 
my desires. He, as a symbol, 
represented the support of those 
goals. Now when he appears in my 
dreams, it is usually at a time when I 
really need this support. 
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8. Assistance for Others family. You dream that your mother a few years ago that I feel falls under 

. falls down the stairs. The next day, this category. The dream was very 
. ~hey_can give_a_.) general atds, b.) because of your awareness from this long and complicated, but one section 

mstght mto s_pectfic problems (o~ten dream, you stop by your mother's I'd like to share: . 

seen symbolically rather than h~er- houseandarrivejustaftersheindeed I was with a close fnend. When I 
ally),andc.)symbolicunderstandmg has fallen. By your prompt arrival, lookedoverathim, wezoomedoutofour 
of trends and probable future events. the situation turns out to be much less bodies and flew up high cruer the earth. 
Just like in your own "body and health serious. 3.) your community. Many The earth looked so clear and beautiful. 
awareness" dreams,_rou can pic~ up people in a community often dream When we returned to earth, we did not 
on health problems m a close fnend about a significant event that will rejoin our bodies. Instead, when I 
or family. But it doesn' t have to be happen in their area. For example, looked at my friend, I saw only his 
specifically health-related. You c~n some might dream about a tornado etheric body, vibrant energy and light! 
dream a?out _a brot_her who IS hitting their town. When weather Asllookedinto_thi_senergyjield, I saw 
overworking himself; m the dream conditions sour a few days later, inaflash(notlzkeznamavze,but 
he begins t~ ma_ke mistakes, they are more prepared to face the instantkn_owing)allofhismanylives 
eventually gettmg fired. Y~u ca_n potential disaster. 4.) national and expenences. When I looked dou.m 
check with this br_othe~ to see 1f he IS or global. Several people, at my own enerf{1J field, 1 ~vas of the 
indeed overworkmg h1m~elf. In a~y including the President, foresaw same type of enerf{1J and lzg~t and also 
dream thatseemstodealdtrectlyw1th Lincoln's assassination in their knew all that I'd everexpenenced. We 
anotherperson,checkwiththatother dreams . Again, the important discussedthemanychoiceswe'dmade 
person first to see if the dream has thing to do with these clairvoyant and laughed at haw complicated we'd 
significance for them. However, dreams is first to react to them made life, haw many times we'd lost 
whether there is ~igni-ficance for the 1 i tera 11 Y· Then look in tern a 11 y perspective. Then _a~ overwhelming 
other or not, realize that you had the to see why that dream might have feeling of uncondztzonallove swept over 
dream for_ a reason! Maybe yo~ are significance for you personally. lrlf. , 

?verworking yourself and can_t see Perhaps your emotional life is It was like nothing I~ ever . 

1t, so the ?re~m non-t~reatenmg~y about to experience a "tornado" experienced before! Th1s expenence 

~hares this tnformatwn. It I S and you need to go within to left me with a heightened perspec-

tmportant to take the dream content our "shelter " to withstand the tive and Jove flowed over mto all 

back to the dreamer and apply the Impending storm. A third psychic areas of my life. . . 

messages and sym~ols, howe:er category is c.) past-life memories. Dreams are a preciOus ~1ft we 

subtle, to the dreamer s personal hfe. You awaken from a very vivid receive nightly. By learnmg to 

9 P h . A dream about life during King remember and unravel the various 
. syc IC wareness dd · 1 

Arthur's reign. The dream seems so layers, dreams can a a speCia 
Dreams much more "real" than waking awareness to our lives and the 

This category gets the most pheno- life. All day you can't shake the choices we make. Dreams can b~ 

mena attention. Most people have images. Perhaps you are tuning likened to a ni_ghtly therafy sessiOn. 

had at least one form of psychic . into past-life memories of a life The only cost 1~ the ~ttentton to 

awareness through a dream. The during that time period. As with explore these nch, mghtly _sce_-

most common is a.) connections any past-life work, it is narios. Keep these categones m 

with "other world" people. Your important to apply any insights, mind when viewing y~ur o~n 

grandmother has died recently and messages or lessons to the present. dreams_a nd good luck m thts 

onenightyoudreamthatshevisitsto By tuning into that past life rewardmgavenueofpersonal 

tell you that she is all right and very during King Arthur's reign, you discovery. fJ 

safe. "There is nothing to fear in may rekindle that feeling of a 
death. I am still with you," she shares. noble and charitable life, when 

Another common experience is b.) standing up for "right" did 
telepathy about past, present or future enable "might " 
events for: 1.) yourself. For example, 

10 
S · · tual 

you dream about skidding on the ice • • pin 
and your car swerves off the road. Connection Dreams 
The next day as you travel in those These dreams can share: 
winter conditions seen in your dream, a.) spiritual lessons, b.) universal 
you are particularly cautious. Your truths, c.) unconditional love, and d.) 
car hits the ice patch and you are able connection with "angels", guides, 
to correct your car before sliding off teachers, your Higher Self, and God. 
into the ditch. 2.) your friends or I had an incredible dream experience 

Rosemary has been actiwly studying dream 
analysis since 1980. Sl1e lias worked extensively 
with jungian dreamatmlysts. As an actress and 
dream worker, Rosenmry teaches how to use 
dreams to l1eighten your own creativity. She 
conducts special workshops for actors, performers 
and other artists. She also has Mail- In Dream 
Analysis available for those living outside t11e Los 
Angeles area. Her studies and personal dream 
work allow her to share this knowledge and 
encourage you in your own dream work. She can 
be reached at (213) 933-3327, 111 4 South Ogdm 
Drive, LA, CA 90019 
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Dream discussions can help to 
increase rapport with expectant 
fathers, increase their awareness of 
involvement in the pregnancy and 
alert health professionals to pressing 
emotional issues and conflicts for the 
expectant father and for the couple. 

Encouraging expectant fathers to 
remember and creatively explore the 
images in their dreams will help 
them to break the cultural taboo 
against knowing their feelings. The 
graphic images in expectant fathers' 
dreams such as being pregnant 
themselves, undergoing a birth 
experience, feeling excluded by wife 
and child and celebrating birthday 
parties, provide convincing evidence 
to the fathers that they have a 
profound involve-ment in the 
pregnancy. 

An invisible drama unfolds in 
the dreams of expectant fathers. 
When we make this drama visible, 
by remembering and sharing 
dreams together, we can help men 
enhance their psychological readiness 
for fatherhood and strengthen their 
emotional attachment to their 
wives and children. 'p 

Notes: 
(1) Alan Siegel. Pregnant Dreams: 
Developmental Processes in the 
Manifest Dreams of Expectant Fathers. 
(Ann Arbor: University of Microfilm 
International, 1983) 
(2) Jacqueline Clinton. "Expectant 
Fathers At Risk for Couvade." Nursing 
Research. (Volume 35, Number 5, 
September I October 1986), pages 290-
295. 

©1992 Alan B. Siegel, Ph.D. 

Alan B. Siegel, Ph.D. is a licensed 
psychologistwithaclilzicalpracticeinBerkeletj 
and San Francisco, California. His book 
Dreams That Can Change Your Life: 
Navigating L!fe Passages Through Turning 
Point Dreams (Los Angeles: jere-my Tarcher 
Inc., 1991) features a chapter on the dreams of 
expectant fathers and mothers and also covers 
using dreams at other key transitions 
inclziding~narriage,separahon,careerchange, 

illness, trauma, grief and approaching death. 
Please address correspondence to: Alan B. 
Siegel, Ph.D. 2607 Alcatraz Ave. Berkeley, 
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and concern for them, we reach the 
highest possible point of our lives, 
one so blindingly real that it puts the 
established churches to shame for 
their pettiness. However, I know that 
seemingly trite statement is one 
which cannot be understood by 
people who have not been in the kind 
of situations which Sean and I are 
experiencing. Both of us strongly 
identify with the words written by 
Viktor Frankl in 1945: 

"Only the man inside knows." 
We parted much too quickly, 

since he had to be somewhere else. I 
slept only about an hour on the night 
following this meeting and only a 
few hours on each of the following 
nights for almost two weeks. My 
distress was palpable; it brought my 
mate to tears on several occasions 
and my work to a virtual standstill. 

So, now I am ·a Real Man. Real 
Men take care of quadriplegics and 
people with mental retardation and 
people with MS and also .... people 
with HIV. Real Men (and boys) don't 
tell "retard" and "fag" jokes not 
because they're "politically correct" 
but because they have not bought 
into the social lies which they are 
taught - or more likely - learn in the 
vacuum of parental concern that 
seems to be the lot of many of today's 
children. Real Men understand that a 
subtle message of hate and discri
mination can be delivered under the 
guise of humor, as Andrew Dice Clay 
has so well demonstrated. 

Most of all, they sit down in the 
middle of chaos and tell other people 
how they feel. I now must write the 
poem I have been promising myself 
that I would write, about seeing God 
in my daughter's eyes; curiously, that 
is the same thing I see in Sean's eyes. p 

Ed Arnold lives with jacqueline, jaymison and 
johanna in Boulder, CO. By day, he assumes the 
dispassionate manner of a technologist to earn a 
living; after hours, heassumeshis more important 
role of disability rights activity, participating on 
a number of boards and committees and serving 
as president of a local chapter of a national 
organization which advocates for persons with 
developmental disabilities. He is also Sean's 
friend. Address correspondence to 2005 Table 
Mesa Drive, Boulder, CO 80303 

goddesses; they were not dominators. 
There is some inspiration for us as men: 
a connection to something that is very 
old and still alive within our psyches; 
something that still resonates in our 
bones. 

lDlHJ: You state in your book "In 
our bodies, men are still basically 
hunters". 

AJK: Yes, as agriculture developed 
and man's hunting became less 
important, they were using their spears 
to protect the granaries and protect the 
flocks from outsiders. Out of that came 
warfare, men turning their spears 
towards one another instead of hunting 
wild animals. That's one of the forces 
that I think led to the development of 
the kind of society we live in today. We 
have been hunting one another for 
thousands of years, in war. 

]])Hj: What can we, as initiated 
men, hunt? 

AIK: We can hunt the sacred. We 
can hunt our souls, our connection to 
the Great Spirit, the Earth, and to one 
another These are all positive qualities 
of masculinity that are part of this 
archetype of the hunter. We can 
channel these qualities to face some of 
the problems that we have in this 
culture: the spiraling levels of violence 
in our inner cities, the problems of our 
young men who are lost and have no 
effective male leadership. There is no 
male society in which they can be 
initiated that seems desirable. So what 
we have, in the absence of sacred male 
hunters that can embrace them, are 
the gang cultures that are growing in 
our inner cities. I think all of that is 
imbued in this archetype of the hunter. 

lDl:PJ]: How do men get initiated 
into the deep masculine? 

AJK: A man has not been initiated 
into deep masculinity until he is 
embraced by other men and told that 
he has magic and will be helped in 
learning how to use it. If the man is not 
initiated and he tries to reclaim his 
inner feminine or be in relationship 
with an actual woman, he'll be 
overwhelmed by that femininity 
because he has no connection to his 
own masculine depths. We see that so 
much in our interpersonal rela
tionships. One of the reasons there is 
so much male violence towards women 
is not because men are intrinsically 
violent but because their masculinity 
is damaged. They find themselves 
being overwhelmed by an enormously 



powerful feminine. When you get 
together and talk with men, their 
experience is that women are very 
powerful and have a profound impact 
on thei r lives, whether its their mothers, 
lovers, or teachers. 

l·'l T) : One of the problems in our 
culture seems to be that men end up 
with the mother-lover. They are 
continually looking for that moon / 
nurturing process. In your book you 
discuss that the moon is a lso ma<>culine. 
Maybe you can expand on those ideas? 

.. •<.: :: That's right, in some cultures 
the Moon was considered masculine. 
In India he is ca lled Soma and Chandra; 
in ancien t Celtic culture he was Saint 
Luan or Dugad The Moon Father was 
a lso known in Maori and in Eskimo 
culture it was Brother Moon who wore 
the black hand prints of his sister the 
Sun. So, what does this say about 
masculinity? If we begin to think about 
the Moon as a symbol of masculinity, 
then we don' t have to be heroic like the 
Sun, which is the solar model of 
masculinity. It rises and sets the same 
every day; it is consistent so it follows 
that men are consistent. But the Moon 
is a symbol of emotional flux. Speaking 
for myself, I can say that sometimes I 
feel fu ll, that my ligh~ is shining over 
the whole world; at o ther times I'm 
waning. I feel like I'm withdrawing, 
going into my cave. I flux and flow and 
change. But men are afraid to connect 
w ith their emotions because we are 
trained in our heroic <uarriorculture that 
feelings aren' t masculine. We have no 
images of the feeling male since we 
associate feeling with the feminine. 
Even as enlightened men, we fear being 
judged by others as not being manly. 
So it's beneficial for us to try and 
understa nd where these definitions of 
masculinity come from and also to 
reali ze that there are many images of 
masculinity that are very different from 
this contemporary heroic stereotype. 

There is the earthy masculinity, 
the Earth Father in Norse legend. 
Arthur and Libby Coleman write about 
this in their book The Earth Father. 
There were gods of the earth and there 
was tremendous fecundity that came 
out of the ir bodies. The Earth itself is 
created out of these male bodies. In 
ancient European culture there was 
the Green Man, the embodiment of 
nature. This is a quality of masculinity 
that 's connected to the body which has 
nothing to do with becoming more 

feminine, worshiping Mother Earth, 
or reclaiming our feminine soul. But it 
has everything to do with connecting 

I 

to the depths of our masculinity. These 
qualities lie within our collective 
consciousness. 

~'I r;: How important did you 
find the dreaming process in the group 
that you talk abou t in your book? 

AIT~~: I think our dreams are an 

together as men, as every cu lture has 
done in ancient times through their 
visions and dreams. They crea ted a 
sacred culture, sacred rites, and lodge 

, practices that have imbued them with 
the quality of soul. So we can take 
some guidance from these cultures 
about how other men have connected 
to soul. What I believe- more and more 
- is tha t we need to rediscover it for 
ourselves. We are living in a time that 
the world has never seen before, so the 

important source for rituals that are 
meaningful for men in this time. You 
hear a lot about men getting together 
and playing African drums. Where did , 
the people in those cultures get that 
music? From their dreams and their 
visions. Someone had a dream and 
came to his men's lodge and said "Oh 

rea l myth of masculinity is going to 
have to be somet hing new. It's 
something fresh and we arc on the 
lead ing edge of that freshness, if we 
can learn to listen to our heart's song, 

, to the images that are coming up and 
out of our collective consciousness. 

!D'I 1J: What I hear you saying is 
tha t the new masculine image is found 
within each man. 

I dreamed we were all out in a meadow 
and we were dancing. We put one step 
forward and dragged the other one 
behind us twice, then we hopped. I 
was painted and wearing the wings of 
great bird." Then they all got up and 
did it! But we have.lost that language 
of the dream with one another. So, 
when men get together and share the 
images of their dreams they begin to 
create a language of the soul. A dream 
loves to hear another dream. 

!Ill f~1J : I like that! I think you also 
mention in your book that as some of 
you shared your dreams, you began to 
have dream symbols in common. 

AIK: As I said, a dream loves to 
hear another dream. When you speak 
to me in the language of your dreams 
it connects with me on a deeper level 
and we begin to share the language of 
our masculine soul. People make a lot 
of fun about men getting together and 
drumming, but drumming takes us 

, into our bodies, into the dream-time, 
where we are dreaming with our eyes 
wide open. It takes us out of the linear 
heroic male mind into our masculine 
depths. Men in this culture are so 

i impov-erished. That is why the 
acquisition of wealth is so important. 
But when men reach that place 
(financial success) they say, "Is that all 
there is?" because the impoverishment 
is within the soul. So by sharing our 

I dreams with one another we are 
brought into an old rhythm of being. 
Without that, our men's lodges are just 
bullshit sessions. We need to have a deep 
language of feeling . We also need to let 

: our dreams in without really analyzing 
them or necessarily saying this is what 
it means. Out of this can grow new 
rituals, new songs, new ways of being 

AK: I've been interviewed a lo t 
by the media a round the country, and 
one of the things they ask is, "W hat is 
the image of the new man? " "W ho 
represents th e new male in the 
culture?" They want me to name an 
image and I never will, because I can't! 
That's the problem with masculinity, 
we keep doing that; we are trying to 
live up to a stereotype that has nothing 
to do with our unique authenticity. So, 
our cha llenge is not to live up to an 
image; it is to create an image. p 

Aaron R. Kipnis, Ph.D., specializes in 
archetypal psychology and gender issues and 
has a private practice in Santa Rosa, CA. He 
teaches courses and conducts <l'Orkshops on 
male psychology for various universities and 
training institutes. He has worked as a home 
and /1oat /1uilder and film-set artist and was 
the jounderoja holistic health center. His new 
book is Knights without Armor (jeremy 
Tarcher, LA CA: 1991). $19.95,293 pgs 

john Crawford has been studying 
astrologJ;and dreamwork fur the last fourteen 
years. He has written numerous articles on 
both astrology and dream work and has been 
published internationally. He is presently 
writing a book using astrology as an 
interpretive tool for dream work. Write him at 
1124 Dean Ave. San jose, CA 95125. Phone 
(408) 275-8719 

Thanks to Man; jones for transcribing the 
audio tape to the written word. 
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Vol.8 No.2- A Synthesis of Interpretive Tech

niques > Making J Dream Mask > Working with 

Dreams & Tarot 

Vol.9 No.1- Making Dreams Real > Shapes of the 

Future > Three Perspectives on Dream Groups 

VoL 9 No.2- Dreams, Passages and the Family 

> Dreamsharing with Children in the Classroom> 

Dreams of Peace: the N ightm,lre as Ally 

> The Art of Mid -Litery >A Dream Psychologist 

for a Grandmother 

VoL9 No.3- Demons And Angels > Dream Healing 

> Finding Simple G uidance in Dreams > Dream as 

Higher Power > Dolphins as Dream Guides 

Vol.9 No.4- Dreams as Gateways to the 'Other 

Side ': Exploring dreams in which those who have 

died appear > Interview with Arnold Mindell > 

Turning Crisis into Opportunity > It's Never Too Late 

VallO No.1 -Healing the Child Within through 
Dreams > Doing Dreamwork with Children > 
Bringing Dreams Back to Christianity > A Family 
Honors Dreams > The Resurrection and the Life 

VallO Nos. 2&3 Healing Our Souls/Healing the 
Earth. Limited copies of this special double issue 
available <1! $Ill: Dre<~ming to Hea l the Earth > What 
is the Relationship of Dream toM yth >Earth Circle: 
Dream of the Five Colden Coins > The Council Process 

Vol 10 No.4- Overcoming Addictions: Can Our 

Dreams Help? One Dream at a Time > Twelve Steps 

and Dreams> Kicking the Smoking Habit > Hard 

Places and Rocks > Storytelling and Sobriety & more 

Volll No.1 Women's Dreams: Look Into the Face 

of the Mother > Three Women on Dream Island> 

Dream Categories: Part One > Lilith Speaks: The Dark 

Goddess Comes in Dreams > One Woman 's Journey 
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Editorial Policy 
We encourage readers to submit articles - prefer

ably with complementary xraphics or photos- which will 

be empowering for our readers on the subjects of 

dreams and mythology. We accept articles ra nging 

from experiential to sch o lar ly accounts. 

We invite questions and accounts o f personal 

experience involving dreams a nd m y thology .. .. from 

workable methods, transformative experience .. . to 

informal sharing, synchronic ity, or ins ight gained in 

groups a nd thera py. 
Typewri tten double-spaced m a nu scripts are 

essential , approxima tel y 2000 words; we prefer both 
hard copy and computer disk submissions . 

Your yuestions, explora ti ons and opi nions are 

invited z•ia Letters to the Editor. 

Re lated s id ebars and quotes a re desirable. 

Reproducible black and white original art work & 
photos are welcom ed; photocopies a re acceptable. 

Please in clude SASE wi th su bmiss ion a nd / or 

request for g uide lines. DNJ reserves the right to edit 

all material submi tted for publication. 

We invite you to 'throw o ut a net' for drea m groups 

forming or needing new members, dream related 

research requests, and to notify us of upcoming 

dream related even ts or books which would be of 

interes t to the readership. 

Russian Dream Networkers 

Would you like to sponsor one or more 
Russian dreamers in receiving the DNJ? 
Send $15 per year per person for air mail 

postage costs and we will provide an annual 
subscription to the Journal in your name. 

Nat<~lya Grigorieva, 1ST Vladimiskaya 19 I 1-46, 
MOSCOW, 111401, USSR 

Igor Kanifolsky, Zajceva Str. 6 / 2 FL. 95, ST 
PETERSBURG, 198096, USSR 

Alexi Kopalov, Nab Novikova -Priboaya, g 11 kv 16 
MOSCOW, 123103 USSR 

Grazhina Dilyte, Centrinis Paitas, Gedimino Pr. , 

VILNIUS, 232000 LITHUANIA 

Agne Matulaite, Civi nskas st. 7-7, MARIJAMPOLE, 
234520, LITHUANIA 

Leonas Judelevicius, Duksty 28-44, 232010 VILNIUS, 
LITHUANIA 

Rita Rekashyute, A. Jonyno 7-11, ALYTUS, 234580, 
LITHUANIA 

Kristina Klovaite, Taikos pr. 31-49, KAUNAS, 233009, 
LITHUANIA 



Networks • ~ • Groups 

Call for New Groups 

ALAN SIEGEL, PHD 
Author of 

Dreams That Can Change Your Life 
Dream Groups/Workshops 
Berkeley San Francisco 

Phone : 510.6524185 

Wichita, KS Dream Group 
Contact: Steve Carter 

7627 E. 37th N. #21 01 . No fee . 
Phone:316.636.2906 

Supportive dreamwork group forming . 
No leader, no fee. Upper West side. 

Jeanne O'Donnell, 228 W. 71 st St. 6A 
New York, NY 1 0023 Phone: 

212496.7823 

Exploring inner worlds through lucid 
dreaming? Weekly study group. No fee . 
Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st St., 
Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V 2T3 

Phone: 416.383.5743 

Propose meeting,with focus 
groups across the country to 

discuss current use of dreams in 
recovery and create a model for 

dreamwork supporting 
12-step programs. 

If interested in hosting meeting 
in your area, contact 
WAYNE McEWING, 

2 Melrose St. 4th Floor Boston, MA 
02116 Ph: 617482.2051 

Southwest , Four Corners Area 
Dream consultation & education . 

Contact ROBERTA OSSANA, MA 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Suite #22 

Moab, UT 84532 Ph : 801 .259.5936 

Eclectic dream group currently 
composed of 4 women and 1 man 
looking for new members. Meets 
every other Monday 7:30-9:30 in 
North Seattle. No fee . Contact 

JOHN BIRNEL 206.782.6129 or PAM 
MCGARRY Ph : 206.524.3994 

Columbus, OH. Dream appreciation 
group. Meets Wed. Midday , 

OSU campus area. 
Contact MARGARET HORTON 

Ph : 614.885.0823 

Contacts for 
New Dream Explorers 

NEW ENGLAND DREAMWORK 
Greater Boston I Cambridge area. 

Write Dick McLeester@ 
New Dreamtime, PO Box 92 

Greenfield, MA 01 004 
Ph: 413.772.6569 

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY 
Twice monthly meetings . Open to all 
who share an interest in dreams. 1st 
Sat. each month, 1-5pm; 3rd Wed . 7-

9pm at Patrick Henry Library 1 01 
Maple Ave. E Vienna VA. Info: contact 
Rrta Dwyer Ph: 703.281 .3639 No fee 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop . 
Meets every Mo'nday night from 
7-9pm. Please call Leon B. Van 

Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 

EDITH GILMORE 
Lucid dream study group meets once a 
month in my home or occasionally in 

Cambridge, MA. No fee 
112 Minot Rd., Concord, MA 01742. 

Ph : 508.371 .1619 

SANDY BRUCE 
Syracuse, NY area 

Ph: 315.475.6361 No fee 

Bay Area Lucid Dream Group 
For committed lucid dreamers of all 

levels of accomplishment and experi
ence. Monthly meetings on Sunday 

PM . No fee. Berkeley location. 
Contact Ruth 

Ph : 510.549.2162 

MARY FLATEN, MA 
Dream classes and individual 

consultations. 
Write 5062 Ebert Court , 
Northfield, MN 55057 

Ph : 507.663.1840 

Dream Group 
every Thursday night 

from 7- 10 PM . 
Using astrology as a tool 

for dream work. 
Contact JOHN CRAWFORD 

1124 Dean Ave., San Jose, CA 
Ph: 408.275.8719 No fee 

JOAN PASTOR 
501 0 Cherrywood Drive 
Oceanside, CA 92056 

Ph : 619.945.9767 

ANN RICHARDS 
Weekly Dream Group: 

DREAMS, JUNG AND ART 
workshops, ongoing bulletin. 
SASE to 6720 Arbor Dr. #209 

Miramar, FL 33023 
Ph : 305.983.4795 

rJlJJurB@Jf!fJ[J, ~ ftWJJ@ff~ JJ @fl!Jm@Jri 
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 

One Year: 4 Issues 

1 ct> $22 Regular U.S. 

1
~26 Canada, Library 

or Mexico 
32 Foreign Airmail 

Two Years: 8 Issues 

ct> $40 Regular U.S. 
ct> $48 Canada, Library 

or Mexico 
ct> $60 Foreign Airmail 

Three Yrs: 12 Issues 

ct> $60 Regular U.S. 1 

ct> $68 Canada, Library j 
or Mexico 

ct> $90 Foreign Airmail 
--- - -~-·-------- -

All Canadian & Foreign orders, U.S. funds please. Subscriptions start with the 
issue following receipt of order. 2 & 3 year price reductions apply to gift subs. 

Name·~=-----------------==========~ 
Address st. __ Zip ____ _ City ______ _ 

Please make checks payable to : Dream Network 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Suite #22 Moab, UT 84532 

or PHONE 1-800-345-0096 (Orders only, please) 
VISA and MasterCards Accepted 
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Contacts * Groups 
(Continued) 

12-STEP PEOPLE interested 
in forming a dream group, 

contactTONY S. PO. Box 148006 
Chicago, IL 60614 

Ph 312.929.2083 No fee 

LION Group CO. RUSSELL 
3424 Falcon Dr, Fort Worth TX 76119 

Ph 817 .534.8257. 
Weekly study group. No fee 

CLARA STEWART FLAGG. Senoi 
Dream Education. Monthly Sat. 

Workshops; ongoing groups . 11657 
Chenault St. #303 LA, CA 90048 

Ph 213.476.8243 

THE DREAM HOUSE Re-entry 
groups and dreamwork training. 

Individual sessions and tutoring (in 
person/by phone) audio tapes , net
working. Fred Olsen, Dir. 19 Elk St. 

SF, CA 94110 No Fee 
Ph 415. 33 DREAM 

PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets 
every Wed. 7 30pm in No. Toronto 

CANADA No charge to attend 
Ph 416.251.5164 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Group. 
Leon Van Leeuwen, 435 E. 57th St. 

New York, NY 1 0022 
Ph 718.338.1051 

RONOTRIN 
Tue nights (cil 7pm 

2601 North Old Stage Rd. # 30 
Mount Shasta, CA 96067 
Ph 916 .9264980 No fee 

DREAM GROUP OF ATLANTA 
Contact ADRIENNE AN BINDER 

4341 Hammerstone Ct. 
Norcross, GA 30092 

Ph 404. 446.9316 

Dreamsharing Grassroots Network 
and the Dream Switchboard 

Published quarterly by the Community 
Dreamsharing Network of NY 

Excellent contact information for new 
explorers. Serving Metro 

NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas. 
For information write: 

PO Box 8032 Hicksville, NY 11801 
or Ph. 516.796.9455 

The Tandem Group: a national network 
for the exploration of mutual & lucid 

dreaming experiments. 
Contact MiiCHAEL SHEA 
PO Box 5153 Station #1 

Wilmington, NC 
28403-0887 
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STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID 
KEPLER MAY Drawing from dream 

interpretatio[l & other systems. Wed. & 
Thurs. 7:30-9pm. San Francisco, CA. 

Ph :41 5.327. 6776 

MICHAEL KATZ 
Lucid Dreaming and beyond. 

Transpersonal approaches for creative 
dreams and waking. 

Individuals and groups. 
Manhatten, NY Ph 212.260.8371 

CYNTHIA KOHLES, M.SW 
Dream Group, Thursday evenings. 

No fee. Santa Rosa, California 
Ph 707.526.2500 

Creativity Dream Workshop 
Renaissance Books 

Contact SHERRY HEALY 
8101 Main Street, Ellicott City, MD 

21043 No Fee 
Ph 301 465 001 0 or 800.235.8097 

SHIRLEE MARTIN 
Monthly dream group in 

San Francisco. 
No fee . Phone 415.258.9112 

SETH DREAM NETWORK 
M.E. Mang 226th Medsom 
Box 188 APO NY No Fee 

VALERIE MELUSKEY, Ph.D 
Groups for learning about creative and 

lucid dreaming. Princeton, NJ 
Ph ; 609.921.3572 

Bay Area Lucid Dream Group 
For committed lucid dreamers of all 

levels of accomplishment and experi

ence. Monthly meetings on Sunday 
PM. No fee. Berkeley location. 

Contact Ruth 
Ph 51 0. 549.2162 

The Collective Dream Way 
Founded by TiaSchiano, MA 

Dream Guide and Art Therapist. 
Offering individual and collective dream 

work based on contemporary, ethnic 

and primitive practices for creativity 

development, actualization and problem 
solving. By phone or mail, sliding scale. 
Available for dream workshops and/or 

dream performances. 
Contact Tea Schiano 

1121 Nashville SW Suite A 
Albuquerque, NM 871 05 

Dream Study Associations 

ASSOCIATION for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Quarterly Newsletter 
ASD PO Box 1600 
Vienna, VA 22183 
Ph 703.242.8888 

CENTER FOR THE INVESTIGATION 
& STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Information: 
ORIENTE 172 No. 243 

COL. Moctezuma Mexico 9 D.F. 15500 
MEXICO 

DREAM EDUCATOR'S NETWORK 
% DNJ 1337 Powerhouse Lane #22 
Moab, UT 84532 Ph 801 .259.5936 

EUROPEAN ASSOC. for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

Publishes ONIROS Quarterly 
For Membership & Newsletter Info 

EASD M. Henri Rojouan 
3 rue Xavier de Bue, Boite 7, 

Bruxelles Belgium 

LUCIDITY ASSOCIATION 
8703 1 09TH ST 

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2L5 CA 

LUCIDITY INSTITUTE 
Box 2364 Stanford, CA 94309 

MONTREAL CENTER for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Newsletter Info 
PO Box 69 Outremonst, QC 

Canada 

Bay Area Dream workers Association 
%Jill Gregory 

29 Truman Drive 
Novato, CA 94947 

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY 
All Sale Items, Groups, 

Events and Services 
rel)uesting fees: 510 per Issue, 

$35 per year (4 Issues) 
Limit 20 words 

(SOrt per word beyond 20 ). 
Exchanges Considered 

('No fcL>' Drcam Grou ~.,;and 
Research Projects will be listed free dS 

d service to dreams & dreamed ucalion.) 
Ads a rL' accepted 

dllhe discretion of tlw publisher. 
DNJ does not endorse nor take 

responsibility for the contents or 
yuality of any dds that appear here, 

although we encourdge reader 
feedbdck dnd will discontinue dds 
for which we receive complaints. 



Services, Books 
& Sale Items 

'One In the Many, Many In the One" 
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FULL(X)LOR 
NOTECARDS AND PRINTS 

by 

Deborah Koff-Chapin 

wholesale and retail 

MAIL DREAM ANALYSIS 
ROSEMARYWATIS 

DREAM COUNSELOR 
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In order to accommodate those 
dreamers who would like dream 

counseling but live outside the Los 
Angeles area, I have created a form 
that I feel would enable us to work 

together by mail. 
For information on this or individual 

sessions and workshops, call or write to 
ROSEMARY WATTS 

1114 So. Ogden Dr, Los Angeles, CA 
90019 Ph (213) 933-3327 

Dream Greeting Cards by 
Bonnie Sephine Langhaar. 

Eight dream inspired designs $.50 ea. 
to 713 So. Anderson St. 

Urbana, IL 61801 

Sage Woman is a quarterly journal of 
women 's spiritual writing and artwork . 
We are dedicated to helping women 
explore the spiritual energy within . 

56 pgs. 
Sample $6, $18/year. 

To PO. Box 641 
Point Arena, CA 95468 

Opportunity! We are considering 
accepting paid advertising that is in 

accord with our state~ent of purpose 
for dream and myth related products , 
services, books and sales rtems. This 

could be an opportunity for you to 
create at least a partial right livelihood . 

If interested, wrrte : Dream Network 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Ste. 22 

Moab, UT 84532 
or Phone 801 .259.5936 

<tlp- coming Ev D 
The Ninth Annual 

International Conference of 
the Association for the 
Study of Dreams (ASD) 

University of California 
at Santa Cruz 

June 23 - 27, 1992 

Membership information and 
registration forms can be obtained 

from ASD , PO. Box 1600 
Vienna, Virginia 22183 

~~ "" =··~ ~-o=~-~·=.~• ~~~-~, 

/ Northwest/Southwest \ 
[ DreamJjme Semin~rs 

Dreamtime in the Canyonlands 
of SouthEast Utah 

' -.._ 

a Summer Solstice Event 
June 19--21 st, 1992 

One Dream at a Time 
Seminars for individuals in 12-step 

recovery programs who wish to 
integrate dreamwork into their process. 

wrth Wayne McEwing 

May 15 - 23, 1992 

Exploring Inner Landscapes: 
Making Dreams Real 

wrth Mary McQuillen & R. Ossana 
on the Olympic Peninsula, 

Neah Bay, WA August 21 - 23, '92 

Deep River Dreaming: 
a Five Day River Journey 

San Juan River, Southern Utah 
wrth Marcia Lauck, Deborah Koff

Chapin & Roberta Ossana 

September 18- 23rd , 1992 

write : 1337 Powerhouse Lane 22, 

Moab, UT 84532 for complete 

program information 

Research * Projects 

Karen Surman Paley is seeking 
dreams of multiple personalities for her 
book on healing from childhood sexual 

abuse through dreams. Anonymity 
guaranteed . Wrrte 60 Central St., 

Topsfield, MA 01983 

J.C. Barzo-Reinke is currently 
researching young widows whose 
husbands have appeared to them 

during the first year of bereavement as 
well as beloved animals who return to 
their owners via dreams or visually. 

Please contact at Rt. I Box 1150 
Bordon, OR 97411 

Bobbie Bowden & Roberta Ossana 
desire to establish a collection point for 
your 'Big Dreams', those gifted for the 
larger human & Earth community for a 

monograph: Dreaming Humanity's Path 
What piece of the road map do you hold? 
1337 Powerhouse Lane #22 Moab, UT 84532 

Joanne Hobbs is seeking animal 
dreams (including insects, reptiles and 

birds and companion animals) and 
unusual waking experiences wrth other 

species for her book on the animal/ 
human bond ; single dream images or 

fragments important also. She will 
personally reply to all who respond. 

Anonymity in book guaranteed. Write : 
1148 El Abra Way, San Jose, CA 95125 

Collecting examples for the practical 
uses of the dream state. Please send 

your experiences to : Transition Re
sources 4727-8TH Ave. NE 

Seattle, WA 98105 Ph : 206.547.7046 

Kelly Bulkley is seeking dream reports for 
current and future research projects: 

1)_:ft!gJ!!:eams": _Q~ms thatbm'~had a 
mofound, transforiMtiY.e_effect; dreams that 

have truly changed the dreamers life. 
2)_Qreams..Q!_the environment..Qreams 

tlli!1_involve power:fl.!) im~es frQ!!l_Nature or 
dreams that have strongly effected the ways 

the dreamer relates to Nature. 
Please write to 600 S. Dearborn, #2201 , 

Chicago, IL 60605 

COLLECTING DREAMS about loved ones who 
have died for upcoming anthology. Anonymity 
assured if requested . Send dream reports or 

requests fOf information to : 
Keelin 2437 Chestnut Street SF CA 94123 

WANTED: Dream experiences involving 
initiation into a new sense of vocation or 
life-calling . Contact Greg Bagart , MA 
1139 Addison #4, Berkeley, CA 94710 

Ph : 415.845.3247 
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